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Student leaders
resolve·to halt
police harassment
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Students' views:

STAFF WRITER

More determined than ever to
stop excessive policing on campus
following SGA prQ§ident Marco
Pena's arrest Aug. 80, several student government leaCiers are taking
the fir1?t formal steps to protect students from police harassment by
encouraging them to report their
complaints to SGA's Office of
Student Advocacy.
·
Police patrolling has become
increasingly confrontational over
the past two or three years, said
SGA Attorney General Marcus
Fernandez.
"We support their efforts to
prevent crime, but have a problem
with the way they're going about it,"
he said. "By no means is. it the
entire police department-it's only
a few officers [who harass stu-
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Fernandez claims students
have reported incidents where
police officers pulled them over for
a routine traffic violation such as
rolling through a stop sign and then ·
subjected them to a battery of sobriety tests.
Even though many students
told police they were not drinking
and volunteered to take · a
Breathalyzer test, police still insisted they take the sobriety tests.
_Pefia said that he had concerns
about the problem of excessive
policing prior to his arrest and he
had met with UCF police officers
and other university officials to dis- .
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Mudents were recently polled on The
future's web site as to if they believe
Uffs Greek organiza_ti,ons and student
leaders are being excessively policed.
These are the results of that poll:

YES
. NO

54%

UNDECIDED

I s%
cuss the matter.
"I've spoken to the police
department," said Pefia. 'Tve been
in meetings where I'v:e voiced my
concerns. In fact, in one of the
meetings, I was told that me and my
association needed to stay out of
tJ:µs. I can't say whom, but it was a
ranking 9fficer," ·
Pefia acknowledged that additional policing goes along with liv.ing on campus but said he believed
people who live ill the Academic
Village and in Greek Park have had
higher incidents of excessive policing.
''When you have three officers
around your houses at all times,
you are going to have more incident
reports," he said.
But he said overall, the excessive policing cases reach across all
demographics.
PLEASE SEE
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UCF, Orlando commemorate,

•

unite for Sept. 11 anniversary
Campus events
include memorial
service, candlelight .
· vigil, memory quilt
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Commemorations on-campus and around Orlando promise patriotism, support and a
reuniting between communities
as the one-year anniversary Of
Sept. 11 approaches.
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Bomb detector
UCF's canine officer has begun his phase oftraining.
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Knights fall to Arizona St.
Mistakes abound out West.

"In my lifetime, I have never
experienced such a massive outpouring Qf purpose as I did during the ~eeks immediately following the attacks," said Valarie
King, director of Diversity
Initiatives.
King is one speaker participating in the memorial service
being held at UGF by the
Reflecting Pond Sept. 11 from
noon to 1 p.ni.
The memorial service, titled
Knights Remember 9-11, is .an
opportunity for UCF students,
faculty, staff and residents in the
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UCF FACT
In 1986 the Beach Boys

performed at Uffs.
Homecoming. promoting
their 25th anniversary_tour.
www.UCFJuture.com
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KATIE FLATH I CFF

UCF Police Officer Woody Furnas works with Buddy, the department's K-9 officer; The German shepherd, who arrived from Hungary in June, r.ecently completed explosives training at Valencia Community College.

·Ga$e ·agel)t begin~_~e~onQ phase of training ~'
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Bomb dog provides extra SlJcUrity ·on·campus

For a little over two months,
Charles Mesloh, UCF police he said. ''.A bomb dog adds anothman's best friend has helped lend department's training coordina- er level of security and gives stua paw to UCF's police department tor, said Buddy is already highly dents some peace of mind."
by routinely sweeping campus sought after by outside law
So far, Buddy has not aided in
buildings for explosives. Buddy, enforcement agencies who want any arrests and as a bomb dog it
who begins the second phase of to use Buddy to search buildings is unlikely that Buddy will make
this training this week, is tlle - for explosives before large events. very many, said Mesloh. The
police department's first canine
Mesloh, who worked as a patrol dog's role on campus is priand one of the few university- Venice police officer and dogtrain- marily a preventative one.
owned K-9 dogs in the country.
er, helped persuade the university
"He does sweep the mailroom
The German shepherd that to create a K-9 unit.
every night for explosive residue
arrived from Hungary in June just
"I saw the opportunity to fill a and clears buildings before spefinished the explosive portion of gap, so I wrote a proposal to the cial events," he said.
his
training at
Valencia University Leade.rship and ·they
However, Mesloh predicts
ColllI_Ilunity College. This week, . decided to pursue the concept," he that Buddy Win have his paws full
Buddy starts his training in track- said.
·
toward the end of the semester.
ing and trailing. Officers said this
"I~ was our responsibility to·
"I think there will be a great
would allow him to work search Jake another step toward·making deal of activity around midterm
and rescue cases if needed.
the campus as safe as possible," and finals weeks-as the bomb

like Buddy is necessary for
schools like UCF who's increasing
population demands more securi-

threats tend to rise during these ty.
times," he said.
"With so many students, we
The police department calls start to take on the problems and
Buddy a cost-efficient addition .to responsibilities of a small city," he
their team. Buddy's initial cost said. ''.Add in Research Park, that
was $2,300, but some law enforce- houses a number of military facilment agencies pay twice as much ities, along with high profile
for a K-9 dog, said Williamson.
events on campus, and it's not dif"We are - able to operate ficult to envision some type of
Buddy at less than $1 per hour of problem."
service, in comparison with offi- . Although Buddy is trained to
defend himself and others in
cers at $38.50," he said.
Buddy's presence on campus emergency situations, Buddy is
has made bomb-swe~ping proce- non-aggressive dog and will
dures around the university mtrcJ:i: remain that way, said Williamson.
easier since ·UCF officers ncf _
'The police departJnent evenlonger have to bring in· dogs from tually wants to expand their K-9
outsid~ Mencies,.said Williamson.:- unit and purchase a drug-sniffing
Mesloh said that a K-9 dog.·· · dog.
-
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Forum tQ unite students and faculty.;on 9-11
CRY ST AL ESPINOSA
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STAFF WRITER

To help the university community reflect and cope with
anniversary of the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks, ·the Honors
College congress is hosting the
UCF 9-11 Anniversary Forum

on Sept. 11 at 7 p.m. in the
·Pegasus Ballroom.
"I would encourage any
student who believes that it
was an event that touched
their lives to attend," said senior Christopher Pennington. "It
-is a time for all students to
. come together and understand

THE central florida -

the historical significance of
the tragic events and allow
them to deal with them. It's a
time to remember."
Scheduled to speak are
John C. ,Bersia, foreign-affairs
columnist for the Orlando
Sentinel and special assistant
to President Hitt for global
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perspectives at UCF, and also be speaking.
"[I hop.e] to reflect on
Robert _Bledsoe, UCF political
science professor whose spe- where we were then, immedicializes in international law ately afterwards and where we
and American foreign policy.
are now, and let people considEric Cooper, political sci- . er whether we are understantlence professor who teaches ing things properly and movfog
Middle Eastern politics and
PLEASE SEE Experts oNA-4
international relations, will
NEWS
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President Hitt, Pefia will speak
at Sept. 11 memorial service
FROM PAGE

Experts will
hear students'·
questions

A-1
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neighboring area to gather to
reflect upon the events that
happened last year.
"Yes, it's a memorial
day, but I'm not going to
think back over what happened," said senior Harstan
e~d
Krieger. "I've put it behind
me.''
Freshman Bert _Lichen
agreed.
"It's not good to mourn
-TOM HUDDLESTON
for that long," said Lichen.
Vice president of student enrollment and de~.clopl:n
"You've got to move on sometime."
The United States may
have pushed that tragic day
away too quickly because a Reflection Room open on open for um related to 9-11
many Americans have dis- Sept. 11 until 5 p.m. in the will be held in the Pegasus
missed· the event and have Student Union, Room 224. Grand Ballroom. Robert
returned to their normal Televisions will telecast Bledsoe and Eric Cooper,
lives, said King.
broadcasts from Sept. 11 and both political science pi; ofes"In ·many respects, theUnited
Campus sors who specialize in interthings have returned to their Ministries will have a table national
relations
and
pre-September 11 condition." set up for anyone who wishes Middle Eastern politics, will
UCF's Victim Services to pray or talk. Victim advo- be _speaking. John Bersia,
initiated the idea to hold a cates and staff members special
assistant
to
memorial service for those from the UCF Counsel_ing President Hitt, will also be
who died in the attacks.
and Testing Center will also speaking. Bersia received a
But the service aims to be there for similar purpos- Pulitzer Prize in writing
focus on the more positive es.
about foreign affairs for the
impacts of Sept. 11-the
Carter- Orlando Sentinel.
Kimberly
revived interest in communi- Williarris, victim advocate
. From 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.,
ties and at UCF -to learn and primary coordinator, _ Sept. 11 and Sept. 12, theabout other cultures, the uni- said that students could also Central .
Florida
fication of Americans weeks - ·make quilt patches in the Bloodmobiles will be will be
and months after the attacks Reflection Room as a form of located outside the Student
and people's changed per- therapy. s~ said the idea to Union and the Visual Arts
ceptions of American sym- construct a quilt of patches Building.
bols.
decorated and designed by
Around Orlando, XL
"We hope the program UCF students came from one 106. 7' deejays Doc and
will be a mirroring of every- quilt she saw hanging in Johnny, from the Doc and
one's experiences th:r:ough 9- Washington.
Johnny Morning Show, will
11," said Mollie McLaughlin,
A group of children had be hosting a free breakfast in
an advocate for Victim made the quilt-a patchwork Downtown Disney on Sept.
Services. "We wanted it to be of scribbled poems and draw- 11. The event begins at 5:30
as well-rounded as possible." ings
and
pictures-in a.m. at Wolfgang Puck's.
Pavan Talakala from the remembrance of Sept. 11, she
The largest event for
International Students and said.
Orlando will be held at the
Scholar Services, Christine
"It's a testimony about Lake Eola Amphitheater, 1 N.
Mouton from Victim Services, what they'd gone through," Rosalind Ave. The Orlando
student body president said Carter-Williams. ''And Remembers
Our Fallen
Marco Pena and President it's healing."
Heroes commemoration will
John Hitt will speak at the
UCF students can deco- begin at 6:30 p.m. with a promemorial service. Thomas rate their own patch while gres.sion around Lake Eola.
Huddleston, vice-president of they're in the Reflection
The progression will end
Student Development and "Room or they can take it at the -Lake Eola Walt Disney
Enrollment Services, will home. The patches will cre- Amphitheater where a 20introduce Pr.esident Hitt.
ate a quilt that will hang dur- foot by 30-foof American flag
"9-11 made us recognize ing National Victims' Rights will be used as a backdrop.
our
mortality,"
said Week in April.
Itinerary includes the pledge
Huddleston. "That some· Members
of
Alpha of alliance, the national.
_times life might end much Epsilon Pi are hosting a can- anthem, a moment of silence
more quickly than expected." dlelight vigil on Sept. 11 at and the lighting of 5,000 canThe memorial service the Reflecting Pond from 7:30 dles.
Orlando
The
will include the UCF Gospel p.I!J-. to 9 p.m. The vigil will · Philharmonic Orchestra will
Choir, the United Campus give those who are unable to close the evening with 30 to
Ministries, a moment of participate in any prior serv- 40 minutes of music.
silen_ce and musical media- _ices that day a chance to
_K-9 units, search and
tion and bagpip~es.
attend one. ·
rescue teams, arson investi"Anniversaries are the
"We knew we had to do gators and therapeutic dogs
ttmes when we remember the something for the people that will also be honored for their
past and look forward to lost their lives on Sept. 11," efforts during the September
what we can hope to accom- said Seth Brow, the frat~rni events.
Attendees · are
plish, and to what we can ty' s philanthropy chair Alpha encouraged to bring flowers
become," said Father David Epsilon Pi has raised over and signs to show support.
, Scothie, who will be perform- $6,000 through donations There's no admission or
ing the opening and closing · and _contributions. T_h ey're price to attend. _
prayers at the UCF memorial also selling patriotic t-shirts
The Social, 54 N. Orange
service.
for $12 and candles for the Aveim~, will be hosting a
Rejinald Woods-Hill, Mr. vigil for $1 outside the tribute to Orlando's Police
UCF 2002, will sing the Student
Union
until and Fire Departments and
national anthem and the Wednesday. The proceeds the Red Cross on Sept. 11. A
presentation of the colors will go to a charity dedicated $5 donation at the door will
will be provided by the UCF to people who have lost loved benefit the Red Cross Sept.
Army/Air Force ROTC Color ones in the September 11 Fund and Orlando Police
Guard. McLaughlin will deliv- attacks:
and Fire Departments.
er a eulogy as a tribute to the
"Our entire theme is not
Doors open at 8 p.m. and
victims of Sept. 11.
for this to turn into a day of the bands that are scheduled
"There wasn't anyone in mourning, but for it to be a to perform include Bughead,
the country who wasn't a vic- day of remembrance," said 9- Junkie ·Rush, Pilots .. vs.
tim of the event," said 11 Chairman Justin -Pollack. - Aeroplanes, Wheelchair and
McLaughlin.
At 7 p.m. on Sept. 1i, an The Hot Six.
Victim Services will have

9~11 made us recognize our

mortality, that sometimes
life might
much more
quickly than expected.

. FROM PAGE

A-3

in the right direction or
whether we need to asses
·how' we understand the
whole issue," he said.
Those who attend will
have more than just the
opportunity to hear these
specialists speak.
The
floor will be open to any
questions the students may
have.
"I think it will b.e interesting to see ·people learn
by asking questions to individuals who are experts in
different fields of study,"
Howard Schachere, senior,
said. "It's great that if students still have questions,
there· are experts who will
be able to answer them."
For many attending,
the ambiance of this year's
forum should prove to be
quite (!ifferent than that of
last years.

"L"ast year's forum was
within two weeks of Sept.
11, so people were very
understandably
upset,-"
said Dr. C<;>oper. "But hopefully we can be a little more
:reflective and less overtly
emotional, because of the
passage of time."
Above all the forum will .
serve as a place where students share their feelings
about how the attacks
changed not only their
world, but their own lives.
_ "We can read, we. can
study, but when we do all
that stuff, even though it is
very import~nt, you still
aren't incorporat.i ng the_
human experience into it,"
saict Dr. Cooper. "We can
maybe only better understand our experience by
relating it, sharing it and
finding comfort and solace ·
in the experience of others."
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Donate blood and get a FREE
gourmet salad or
· hearty stacked sandwich. ·
Thanks to Crispers·Restaurant for their generous
donation of 400 main dish salads & sandwiches.

Give in Remembrance
at the Student Union
Wednesday, Septem~er 11
Thursday, September 12
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Pefia wants to strengthen existing
programs; Safe Ride, Who's Who
student-rights agency, the Office said. "The number ·of people
of Student Advocacy. Pefia is still [Parking Service employees]
student Activity and Service working to improve relations they are paying salary-wise is a
Fees for the publication's cost. _ between students and communi- little high."
If you can get a parkillgtickPefia would like to create an ty members.
individual facility to house the
"We've been working with et within five minutes of parking
university's
Multicultural different legislators in the area, illegally, there must be more
Student Center-a program- going to city council meetings than enough · personnel, said
ming hub· for cultural organiza- and making the UCF-SGA a
tions such as the African brand name in the community,"
American · Student _Association, he said.
'
the
Hispanic-American
Pefia, who now holds the
Association, the Caribbean thirteenth position on the Board
Student Association and the · of Trustees, represents the stu- '
dent vote on the board.
Indian Student Association.
The program, which curThis year, Peiia has unsucrently operates from the third cessfully opposed the tfansfloor of the Student Union, is portation access fee, the univerfunded by SGA and received sity's increasing tuition and
$25,000 this year for operation argued for a program that would
and supplies and was initially sustain the Bright Future's state
granted $15,000 to establish the • scholarship. ·
program.
Last .March, when the Board
· "We've accomplished a lot of Trustees passed the transfrom last year's platform," said portation access fee; Peiia was
Pefia. "I want to strengthen the the only trustee to oppose the
programs we created last year vote. The fee, which i~ built into
and make sure that students are student's tuition at $3.90 per
taken care of in the future," he credit hour, will fund fifth parksaid.
ing garage, roadway improvePeiia' s new focuses this ments and an expanded shuttle
year include implementing a bus service.
.
.plus-only grading system, creat"I dissented because they
ing Online teacher evaluations increased the fee more than was
and jump-starting SGA's new originally presented to us," he
FROM PAGE

A-1

Pefia.
.
Peiia abstained from voting
in the tuition increase as well.
"I abstaine9- from the vote
because I think the university
needs the funds, it was too big of
an increase in one year," he said.
"We want a .world-class faculty

a

..
•

and university, but students did
not have much time to plan.
Students who are already here
should have been grandfathered
in."
Pefia argued for a creation
of a policy that would guarantee
the ·Bright · Futures Scholarship
to graduating seniors over the
summer when Bright Futures
denies .aid to students for summer classes .
Pena challenged the board's
suggestion to only aid graduating seniors based on financial
need.
. The scholarship was supposed to be bas~d on merit, said
Pena. A new motion did carry
and
the
Bright
Future
Scholarship was made available
to· graduating seniors, regardless of their f~ancial need.
Pena, who is paid $15,000
a year as student body_
president, will graduate in
the spring with a degree
in marketing and plans to
go to law school.
"I want to continue to make
these projects successful," Pena
said. "I've been able to lobby for ·
students, and being ill SGA, I
have found how much laws really affect our society."
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UCF polic·e deny targeting

4603 IN'. COLONIAL DRIVE

<3
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2002

student leaders, Greeks
FROM PAGE

A-1

"You have minority
students who have .had
problems; you have Greek
students who- have had
problems; you have nonGreek students who have
had problems," he said.
Fernandez emphasized that the issue of
excessive policing was
not simply aGreek issue.
"I don't think anyone has
said this has to be fought for
Greeks-it's a student body
issue," he said.
While Fernandez and Pena
have not come up with definite
solutions and have not had any
official meetings with police or
university officials since Pena's

Radtke said . the
police once hassled him
for 30 mfuutes for bringing a six-pack of beer to
his apartment in Lake
Claire. He was 21 at the
time.
"They· stepped over
their
bounds,"
said
Radtke.
"I · think college is a
Pena
Williamson
place where you're supposed to learn from your
dents whom I have assisted curriculum and from mistakes
with a variety of programs in that you make," said Radtke. "I
preventing crime on campus to can't - see rewarding a police
conducting semip.ars on drug department for ruining the lives
and alcohol abuse and sexual of college students."
battery," he said.
Junior Theresa Stevenson,
Patricia McKown, director who lives in the Kappa Delta
of the Office of Student Rights house in Greek Park, says
and Responsibilities, said that police routinely harass stu-

my experience, I've found ~hat most
people [students -as well as non-students]
do not _like being stopped by the police
[UCF"or otherwise] for any reason• .

• .5 .lld.EL.E_S \.t?.B'ST C>.F I-4 d- C:C>LOLVZA.L .D.R.)
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Tanning Salon
• State-of-the-Art ETS 10 & 20 Minute Beds • Stand Up Beds
• Facial/Shoulder Tanners •All Beds Air Conditioned with CD/Radio
• Free Skin Type Analysis
Waterford Lakes Town Center
865 N. Alafaya Trail

-PATRICIA MCKOWN
Director of the Office of Student Rights and Responsibilities

407-207-2002
www.plan~tbeach.com

arrest, they hav~ designated
the Office of Student Advocacy although students complain
to begin collecting student com- about the police, the police are
simply enforcing the law.
plaints of police harassment.
·"In my experience, I've
Sgt. Troy Williamson,
spokesman for the UCF police found that most people [studepartment, denies SGA' s dents as well as non-students]
claims that UCF's police force do not like being stopped by the
is excessively policing students police [UCF or otherwise] for
or targeting student leaders any reason," said McKown.
''When a student, regardand Greek members.
Williamson said , that, less of his or her age, is walking
although recent issues have around campus intoxicated,
strained relations between the he/she may be breaking this
police department and Greeks, law, as well as the university
the UCF Police Department policy regarding the use of alcohol," she said.
·
supports the Greeks.
McKown defended the poli"We stand behind them
with their educational goals cies of the police and the uniand pursuits," said Williamson. versity, citing their eff~ctive- ·
"Hopefully, things will settle ness.
"There is an extremely low
down and we can conimunicate
rate of recidivism [student that
freely."
"_Fro:rp. time to time, .ve do gets in trouble once for alcohol
receive complaints for a variety or drugs will likely not get in
of reasons from all classes of trouble again in the future]."
But several students claim
people, but I am not aware of
ariy · complaints of excessive that officers sometimes do step
over the line and harass stu- .
policing," he said.
Williamson calls the rela- · dents without reason. ·
Senior Ryan Radtke calls
tionship between most students
and the police - department the police department's presence on campus pretty oppres"generally very good."
"I have met a lot of stu- ·sive.

dents in the area.
":Last night I watched three
people get pulled over in front
of my house," she said.
"Everyone I know has been
stopped by police for just walking in Greek Park."
"It's a horrible feeling to be
scared to go back to my own
house, even with a safe ride,
because I think the police are
going to stop me," she said.
When sopb.omore Ashley
Ford lived on campus last year,
she evaded problems with campus police by staying out of
theirway. ·
·
"I didn't encounter them
much," said Ford. "I did what I
could to avoid them."
I still avoid them," added
Ford, who now lives off campus.
The police· department will
meet with Greek members to
address their concerns on
Monday, Sept. 9.
Peii.a said he feels confident that he has the support 'of
the student body on this issue.
''A lot of students have
come up and said they apprecfate the fact that someone is
standing up for them," he said.

3 FREE SESSIONS
Must present coupon. First-time guest. One per cus~omer. Local residents only.

~--------------------------------~----~--------------
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National Briefs
Bush, Blair strategize
Declaring that inaction ·
is no longer . an option,
President Bush arid British
Prime Minister Tony - Blair,
met Saturday at Camp David
to · hammer out an allied
strategy for persuading the
world to join them in forcing
Iraqi President Saddam

OWN

Hussein, to disarm or face a military strike.
With the readers of France, Russia and
Germany .opposing military action against Iraq-and particularly any strike without U.N. authorization-Blair insisted that Hussein is amassing
weapons of mass destruction and that the ·
· United Nations must act decisively to stop him.
Bush and Blair released no specifics of the - ·

· Bush

PLEASE SEE

Bush ON A-7

Degree seeking students must get authorization from their academic advisors to ensure_proper credit.
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-Bush: Hussein must be stOpped
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case they will make against
Iraq in .cortiing weeks, or of the
U.N. resolutitm that officials
say the allies will introduce
soon.
The U.S. leadership wants
the resolution to include a
deadline for Iraqi 'disarmament and an authorization for

•
•
•

.,

.
•

•
,.
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use of force if Iraq resorts to
its 11-year strategy of "cheat
and retreat" on U.N. inspections.
Memoers of- Congress, as
well as officials from other
nations, are demanding that.
Bush produce evidence to
back up White House assertions that Iraq is close to
developing a~nuclear weapon

In a brief session "With
reporters .before they began
their meeting, ~ush and Blair
offered no new specifics to l;>olster their argument that
Hussein must be stopped
. before he,is capable of nuclear
"blackmail" against the West.
-COMPllfO FROM WIRE REPORTS

)

OUR STANCE;

Child murderers don't
deserve adult punishments
T
.

.

.

know what they did was wrong,
wo teenage brothers, Alex
but knowing the difference
and Derek King, aged 13
between right and wrong does not
and 14 .respectively, will
make a person an adult. Or does
spend the rest of their lives
H?
.
in prison after a Pensacola jury
As
a
society,
we
need
to
figure
found them guilty of secondout why our children are becomdegree murd~r. The ~ boys, who
ing violent criminals. Something
were charged as adults in the murseriously disturbing must have
der of their father;'Illade their case
occurred in these boys' upbringmore sensational by accusing an
acquaintance, a- convicted child
Derek King
ing; how else could two frail
teenage boys become murderers?
molester, of murdering their father
As a society we must also
and having, a sexual relationship
determine the most ju·st way of
with them.
dealing with .children who commit
As brutal murder is, these two
violent crimes. Such crimes occur
boys, who are barely teenagers
with alarming regularity. Violent
and may have been psychologicalcrimes by minors represent socily traumatized by the alleged sexety's failures. Society already
ual ~buse, now have nolhing to
failed these children once, is it
look forward to for the better part
fair for the justice system do it
of their lives.
again?
The prosecutor in the case
_A life jail sentence will not
made it more unusual by trying
rehabilitate these boys, it will not
the child molester for the same
Alex King
necessarily prevent them from
murder. A separate jury found
murdering again either once they
Ricky Chavis not guilty earlier, but
his verdict remained sealed until
are released, but a loving home
the King boys' verdict was determined.
and a non-abusive father may have easily
If the prosecuto~ was not convinced that prevented them from becoming murdering
the King brothers had murdered their father, adolescents in the first place.
how can he now send them ·off to prison for
So- when courts decide to lay down the
the rest of their lives?
law, to become tougher on violent crime, they
It is a disturbing trend in our society should also consider that by throwing these
that people so young resort to murder. It is children into jail, they become one more perequally disturbing that the courts consider son who has failed them and another person ·
people so young to be adults and charge who has showed them they are unconcerned
them accordingly. Granted, these boys may with their well-being and with their future.

· Students can ~rust S6A to
" halt excessive policing
SGA supports the UCF police
department. We support the UCF
police department when they pull
over students who have been drinking and driving. and we support
their dedication to crime prevention.
What we don't support is how
some officers conduct themselves during their interaction with students.
The issue that we have is with a
group, a very small group. of officers
that seem to be motivated by a different motto, to "intimidate and
harass. "
The current situation is as follows. The group of "bad apples." who
over the past few years have helped
to tarnish the good name of the UCF
police department. has been lucky.
They have yet to come across a stu- dent who has the will and the wherewithal to take the appropriate measures to find a solution to the issue at
hahd.
Their luck has run out. ·

President Pena has the support of his
administration. the Student
Government Association. and now
seeks the support of the student
body. We would like to see a proactive stance taken by the police
department and the administration.. _ .
President Pena's arrest. the trials and tribulations he and his
administration will endure. are simply
going to be a means to an end. The
end result will make the University of
Central Florida a stronger institution.
SGA and its Gffice of Student
Advocacy is a sounding board for the
student body. So Iask you. ~peak up,
let your voice be heard. do not feel
frightened or intimidated. All of
those who have infringed upon your
rights, your rights as a student of
this university, will come face to face
with our resolve.
-MARWS FERNANDEZ
S6A Attorney General

I can't believe they arrested .
me for stealing that car ... -

•

(

"Children need models rather than critics."

Appalled at campus police
anct the arrest of Pena
No one when they are
·ing in writin9 parking tickets.
dreaming of what they want to '· These officers utilize campus figbe as a child thinks to them. ureheads that will give them the
selves. "When I grow up I want
most media exposure.
to be a University police officer."
Marco Pena's only downfall
And if they do I would question
was that he told these officers
their sincerity.
that he was the Student Body
In my opinion UCF police
President. Had he ·not done so
officers are the bottom of the
this would have not evoked the
barrel. They are those that have gleam in the officer's eyes. After
a hard time obtaining a normal
he told_them his position on
police job. Instead. they do idicampus they were probably
otic ttrings that draw close comexcited at the fact their name(s)
parisons to the cadets in the
would be in black and white in
movie 'Police Academy.'
the school newspaper for arrestFrom my experience as a
ing him.
student. most of these officers
As an alumni I a·m
have an external locus of cqntrol appalled the same things are
and believe they were dealt a
going on as when I attended
bad hand. Others think they are school at UCF. It is time for a
obtaining the experience necestotal overhaul of the police
sary to get a job with OPD. In
force.
order to get a leg up on the
competition and with the hopes
-CHRIS DAY
of doing more than just assistClass of 2000

- JOSEPH JOUBERT

Acall for the resignation of the
Studen~ Body President
I read in the paper today a
letter to the editor in regards to
the Marco Pefia article and
although this is my last semester
at UCF and I'm looking far out
into the horizon. I still do carry ,
the weight of Pena's actions on
my own shoulders.
Marco Pefia should resign.
I think it's a disgrace that
he ever tried to use his pow.er to
intimidate UCF police. The police
here at UCF have a horrible reputation and all they're trying to
do is protect students from reekless endangerment. It's not fair
to us that our degrees are losing·
value because of the exposure oT
one irresponsible president. Our
country went through this
already with Bill Clinton:_ no
accountability was ever enforced,
and so if we can do anything to
~ be different. what business to do
have being here. UCF isn't in

existence to just give us grades
and a piece of pa.per. it's to raise
up leaders and Pena has demonstrated he's incapable of being a
leader. As an inactive brother of
a fraternity, I've learned what
it's really means to be raised up
as a leader.
How can I.be expected to
support ana look up to my student body president if. morally
speaking. I've already learned .
more than he has. His actions
don't constitute a leader. I'm
cai'ling for him to resign, and
the saddest part abo~t this is
that I voted for Mr. Pena.

<.':

-JEFF MCl.j1U6Hl/N
Senior,
Communications & Business

I'
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UCF raising _
quantity, ·not quality
DANIELLE DEP ARI
STAFF WRITER

•
•
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•

•
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Have you ever been to one
of those Chinese buffets that
advertise over 200 items for
$5.9~? You go in anticipating to
feast on 200 choices-elated
because it is rare that you ever
have that many selections set
.before you-but you are immediately ·disappointed when you
find they have offbeat items like
macaroni and cheese and pizza
beside the wontons and fried
rice.
You t!Y to be optimistic, you
place several items on your
plate with naive hopefulness,
_and when you finally sit down
and dig in, ·you realize every-

thing on your plate tastes okay,
but noe.ing is really good. This
is a true example of quality versus quantity.
.
While the 200-item buffet
sounds great, you realize that a
plate of good rice, noodles and
chicken would taste way better
and would be more satisfying
than a multitude of mediocre
food.
UCF is the perfect ,example
of the 200-item buffet. Sure we
have over 39,000 students, yes,
we are the seGond largest school
in the state, and certainly"
increased · enrollment has
afforded the campus more facilities, more programs, more
· recognition, (though, not more
parking spaces it seems) and

above all, more students-but two levels of treadmills, weights items were purchased for a pop~;}more in ·UCF' s case simply and ·fitness machines, .a 40-foot ulation of 36,000.
means more· choices that are rock-climbing wall, an inside
Was it fair for students, who
_ less qufility. It means settling for track, basketball courts and a helped fund those t-shirts and
macaroni and cheese when you dozen aerobics classes-amaz- souvenir items, to only be guarexpected shrimp lo mein.
ing. in size and amenities for a anteed a Homecoming keepsake
While Jeb Bush can ration- . university fitness center-it is · through a survival-of-the-fittest
alize the notion that the quality still impossible for all 36,0_00 race? of a student's . education J;ias . students to ever utilize the gym
The main point is this that
nothing to do with the number of on a regular basis if they chose admitting more students for the
students in a classroom, most of to, yet·they all had a part in pay- sake of growth and expansion is
us who go to class day in and ing for it.
not better than maintaining a
day out, know thafa class where
Homecoming week, the smaller amount of intellectual,
professors have individual time highest-attended , event of all hardworking students looking
with each student, can teach campus events year after year, for a place to grow. UCF. should
more fundamentals than a class encourages the . entire student remember that during their next
where a single professor tries to body to attend their pride-pump- admissions period.
(:lducate· a class of 3.00 in a 50- ing celebrations throughout the
Most of us can agree, it's
minute lectµ.re.
week, yet last year only 10,000 better to have a small plate of
While DCF's multi.:million Homecoming souvenir t-shirts good food, than· a smorgasbord
dollar fitness center includes and only slightly more souvenir of junk.

Why is romance dead? I'll tell you why
concern for grammar, has the equation.
the slow but steady extinction like it should and are too quick ·
now replaced a thoughtful
But if romance was in the of the art of romance. Women, to dismiss the idea that some
letter printed with care.
equation, there would be no who no longer appreciate the men still have romantic intenI am a hopeless romanCurrent dating trends . such thing as sex-the true pure intentions of romance, tions.
tic, but-I am part of a dying also demean the notion of romantics will tell you that they should accept part of the blame.
People are too scared and
breed of men and women. romance. The vast majority have never had sex and never
Most of the time, when a cynical and have been hurt too
The idea of romance is dying of people in our society now . will have sex with anyone, man does something romantic many times to give romance a
more and more each day. Who meet in a bar or club, and rather they will always make these days, a woman sees it as . chance. But from a hopeless
is to blame for this tragedy? chat inanely about sub]ects love.
an elaborate ploy to get into her romantic-who always offers
Generally speaking, I believe they really do not care about,
Contrary to belief, men are pants. Women have become too his heart- I ask everyone to
that our modern world is to in order to impress their 1wt the only ones to blame for cynical for romance to bloom give romance a chance.
blame for this disastrous potential dating partners.
problem.
If things go well, the two
I know blaming society is parties involved agree to go
pretty lame, b.ut this time it is . out on a date. They then go to
the culprit. Let's use movies a movie and dinner, they .
today as an example-which eventually sleep together,
-often reflect our views on and either continue to see
life-to explain my theory.
each other, or break -it off
When was the last time because. they're looking for
studen·t apartments
that a simple movie about something better.
. two people falling in love
Now, where is the
(without some other gim- romance in that? Neither permick) did really well at the son got swept off their feet,
box office? Not for a long neither fell in love-at best,
time-not
since special each spent dinner with
effects made it possible to anofher person, rather than
create all-too-real explo- eating alone.
sions-have romantic movies
People are becoming lazy
been box-office winners.
and too easily fulfilled.
Most people slam · any People don't want to take the
attempt at a good romantic extra effort to be creative
story calling romance movies with their partners; they
unrealistic, corny, chick don't even want to make the
flicks-not worth spending extr'a effort to find a satisfyIndividual leases
money on.
ing relationship. A lot of peoWhat makes people so ple out there (guys in particFree
cynical about love and ular, but there are some girls
out there too) are looking for
romance?
washer/dryer
For starters, society is one way to satisfy their
becoming ·more ari.d more needs-sex.
Free internet access
impersonal as time goes on:
Since so many· relationThe Internet is one of the · ships-are now formed on onemain culprits in, our culture night stands, people no
Covered basketball pavillion
that has fostered the destruc- longer take the time to be
tion of romance.
romantic. Since sex often
Free Cable with. HBO, MTV & ESPN ,
How often do lovers write comes·' firsf, and a relationpersonal letters to each other ship is formed as a validation
any more? No need with to continue a physical relaLagoon style pool plaza with
email. An impersonal elec- tionship with a person,
Jacuzzi t:r ~mic . paragraph, with no romance never comes into
ANDREW _0DLUM
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Jefferson.A.·

LOF!S

Home is
where your

FRIENDS are.

Fully furnished apartment ·
homes
.

_Speak your mind

Fitness center with free weights

Has one of our columnists to~ched a nerve with you?
Don;t agree with how SGA is spending your money?
Something oo·n campus making you angry?

Let us hear about it!

editor@UCFfuture.com

Amenihes subject to change.
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Brian Milier is sacked in UCF's 46-13 .loss to Arizona State on Saturday. Miller was sacked three times in just over one quarter of play after coming in for injured QB Ryan Schneider.
I

Mistakes ·abound out West
· KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

TEMPE,
Ariz.-Heading
into
.Saturday's game at Arizona State the
desert heat was a potential problem for
UCF.
The kickoff temperature was a comfortable 80 degrees, with some rain
Illixed iii during the first half. Nothing
the Golden Knights had not faced the
previous week in practice.
The weather was not a problem for
UCF, but penalties and mistakes were.
Five turnovers, 17 penalties and 43
unanswered points later the Golden
Knights fell to the Sun Deyils 46-13.
"I ·don't have the words. I don't
know," · said UCF Coach Mike Kruczek
about the unanswered points.
ASU scored 29 points in the third
quarter alone- and quarterbacks~ Ryan
Schneider and·Brian Miller combined to
throw three interceptions in the perio.d.
Schneider's second pick was run back
for a touchdown and he was c'a rted off
the field with bruised ribs. He said he
would be able to play in two weeks
against Marshall.
Miller's pick was also run back, put-ting the Sun Devils up 39-13.
Penalties cost UCF 133 yards, only
24 yards less than the Knights passed

for a loss of 31 yards with Patterson
picking up three and sophomore linebacker Stanford Rhule making two.
The Golden Knights got on the
board first off the leg of freshman kicker
Matt Prater, with 48-yard field goal.
The Sun Devils answered with a field
goal of their own before _Schneider and
Doug Gabriel connected for an 80-yard
touchdown.
:P..rater nailed a 23-yard attempt
with 14:57 left in the first half, marking
the last time UCF would score in the
game. The Golden Knights went into
halftime with a 13-10 lead.
Schneider went 7-for-27 for 150
yards, one touchdown and two interceptions. Alex Haynes ran the ball 14 times
for 48 yards. Gabriel had five catches for
-116 yards. He was the only receiver to
record more than one catch.
~ "It's football," said defensive co_9rdinator Bill D'Ottavio. "You've got to pfa.y
four quarters strong and we didn't do
· that today."
_
The
players
and
coaches said they
KRISTI SHONKA I CFF
need
to
regroup
before
their next game,
Ryan Flinn boots one of his eight punts against Arizona State. Flinn averaged 3?.8 yards per kick.
which is their Mid-America Conference
opener at Marshall on Sept. 20.
for. They were O-for-11 on third-down Elton Patterson. "We've got to eliminate
"We've got to find out what it's going
conversions.
a lot of mistakes. Until we eliminate to take for us to step up in every situa"We've got to handle adversity a lit- those mistakes we won't beat anybody." tion and not have those mistakes," said
tle bit better," said senior defensive end
The defense did record five sacks senior linebacker Chris Pilinko.

.Freshman·forward strikes early
Coach Amanda Cromwell. "For her Invitational and was credited with an
size, she is great in the air. And being assist. She added another assist on
a freshman, many teams haven't seen the game-winning goal in the George
· As a striker on UCF's women's her. So, defenders don't know what to Washington match. For her efforts,
soccer team, freshman Jennifer · expect."
.
Montgomery earned the offensive
Montgomery surprises opponents
In her first collegiate game MVP honor of the tournament.
with her crafty ball lrandling skills.
Montgomery scored two goals against
PLEASE. SEE Kuhlmq,n ON A-11 '
"She's very deceiving," said- UCF Quinnipiac in the UCF Soccer ·
CHARYi MAGDAONG ,
STAFF WRITER

a

Freshman
forward
Jennifer
Montgomery
scored her
third goal of
the season in
Friday's win
against FIU.
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Kuhlman records third shutout of season
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-Western Michigan
.Michigan (7)

12
35

Iowa
Miami

29

Ohio State (9)

Kent State

17
51

Wyoming
Central Michigan

32

Akron
Maryland

14
44

Toledo
Eastern Michigan

13

24

Northern Illinois-
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20

6
37

Ball State
Missouri

6
41

Buffalo
Rutgers

34
11

Northeastern

31

0

iJCF

Arizona State

MAC Standings
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'~ennifer's an impact player," said
Cromwell. "She's great on corner kicks
and creating plays. She ·can break a
game wide· open, running by_·defenders
and finding lose balls." _
·
In high school, she totaled 238
points, with 90 goals and 50 assists. She
attended the Adidas · Elite - Soccer
Program, which invites the 100 top players. A native of California, Montgomery
chose . UCF over the University of
California, Irvine and Santa Barbara,
both schools within a short trip of her
hometown of Colton.
"I wanted to get out of California and
go to a school that was good for my

major," said Montgomery, a business one broke through. Cieslak .received a
..
· pass from Becca Eshelman. Then, she
major.
In Friday's game against Florida fired the shot from 20 yards out, and
International University, Montgomery Panther's goalie Adrienne McWilliams
added ·her third goal of the season.
could not' make the save. So far this sea"Patty (MacDowell) kicked an awe- son, Cieslak. scor_e d a goal in every game.
some free kick," said Montgomery. "But it
·For. the third straight game, Jessica
deflected off the crossbar and I easily Kuhlman did not allow .the opponents to
kicked in the rebound to the left corner." score. Kuhlman's best save of the game
Montgomery leads the team with came in the 27: 25 marl}. of the second
eight points.
·
half. The Panthers were awarded a free
During the FIU match, Nicole Cieslak kick right outside the box. Kuhlman
netted her third goal this year with 29.9 sprawled to her right and redirected the
seconds left in . the first half, aiding the ball, keeping her streak alive. This
Golden Knights to a 2-0 victory over the marks the first time since 1981, the inau- ·
Panthers.
gural season.for the UCF women's soccer
As the clock was winding down, UCF program, that the team has opened its
kept the pressure on, trying to send season with three straight sliutout viCtothrough balls past FIU's def~nse. Finally ries.

65

South Florida

• Ohio
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IM Sports welcomes new graduate assistant
undergraduate work in sociol·ogy at University of South
Florida. Shawnta transferred
to USF after playing junior
college basketball for two
years.
She began refereeing and
playing flag football and basketball at USF, and then
became
an
Intramural
Supervisor. She will begin her
graduate work at UCF in the
JULIE REEVES
spring taking classes to earn
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
a degree in educational leadShawnta Price comes to ership.
Sign up for the indoor
UCF as a graduate assistant
this fall after completing her triathlon

corner

Always wanted to enter a
triathlon, but don't feel like
swimming across a lake? Well
now you can test your
endurance in the comfort of
the Recreation and Wellness
Center. Sign up today for a
new event that will time you in
ruJ!ning, biking and climbing
in the indoor triathlon. Sign
up by 5 p.m. today at
www.imsports.ucf.edu

Ultimate Frisbee is back

'

Well, he doesv't work at ·crispers. We'll give you.soup·for FREE. ..just show us
· your valid UCF student ID card. Purchase any garden-fresh gourmet salad,
or hearty stacked sandwich, and you'll receive a FREE 12-ounce cup of our
incredible fresh-made soup. There are a dozen kinds to choose from!

·w1NT£R PARK
(4D;7> -673-41 oo

·'Ph

MdN.-~AT. I 0:30 AM - 9 Pt1
'V:f'NW.CRISP.ERS.cor-,

SUN. 4 I AM - 8 PM

FREE DEilVERY!

"'~~·~';:'

'. - ~ ·*··-

-..

,~:,

t...-:-------------........_~:...... '4/' GRAND.QPENIN9! ·,· · .; . GRANDs·OIHiNING! ~..
. 436 & UNIVERSITY,,
3~-1 SOU"FH•SEM~AAN

Open l lam4am
(llam-2am Sun-Wed)

. You won't find food like this
at that burger joint!

,..,

~

PIZZERIA

And our desserts are absolutely
outrageous ... creamy cheesecakes,
rich layer cakes, cookies, and
brownies. Be sure to try a sundae
or milkshake made with our own
Crispers Extremely Premium
ice cream .

Free soup with main dish purchas~ and UCF student card offer good
. Sept. 9 - Sept. 23. Limit one per customer per visit, ple~se.
·~'\f;

&

407-282-4000 •Across from UCF

FORGET THE
FATBURGER

I

If you have a current UCF student card,
there's FREE SOUP fQr you!
.'4

·~

Crispers has been a central Florida
sensation for over I 3 years, now in
Orlando with new locations opening
all the time. Know why folks like us
so much? Because we're -the healthy,
delicious, quick alternative to
fast food. All our gourmet salads,
tempting soups, and stacked
sandwiches (ori all kinds of special
breads) are made fresh every
single day.

Remember the guy
on "Seinfeld" Who never
gave soup· to anybody?

~

presented by

-

RISTORANTE

_For the second year in a ·
row, ultimate Frisbee is a
huge part of the IM schedule.

.

Get your team of seven together for this one-day tournament on Sept. 21. Don't have a
team, sign· up as a free agent
and we'll help find you a team.
Sign
up
at
www.imsports.ucf.edu.
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REGAL 20
WATERFORD THEATRES

~'. WAIERFORO.LAKES
. 555 6J.A~FAYA lRA\1L

. \c~

' 0R~NDO ,

. ALAFAYA

P'1X(407}.482:::4727
,,.~:;

MON-THU. ( 0:30 AM - 9 PM
FRI. SAi: IO:~O· AM ... I 0 PM
SLJN. I I AM.- a·PM

WE'RE~ RIGHT ARQUNDTHE CORNER! ,= .
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Schnei~er:
Haynes.

7-24, l?O yards, 1TD,2 INT
5receptions,116yards

14 carries, 48 yards

6abriel:

Offensiue Player of the Weel1

ftround the locker Room

MAnP.RATER

A win two weeks from now
will erase all the pain."
11

The freshman kicker
was 2-for-2 with a 48yard field goal. He has
been the most
consistent piece of the
UCF offense in his first
two collegiate games.

Defensiue

Pla~Jer

-LINEBACKER CHRIS Pll/NKO .,

II
I

of the Weel1

STANDFORD RHULE

''We've got to string four
quarters of error-free
football together and we
didn't do that today." .
-DEFENSIVE COORDINATOR Bill D0ITAVIO
1

•

II

The sophomore
linebacker had nine
tackles, five for a loss.
He also had two sacks
and a fumble recovery.

Inside the numbers

29

The number of points Arizona
State scored in the thir.d quarter.

/t's the biggest game any
of U$ have ever played
here."
11

-Pll/NKO ON THE MARSHALL GAME

thought
we played
real well
against
Penn State
and/
thought we
played
equally
poor today."
11
/

-COACH MIKE KRUCZEK

43

They just took it to us
today."
11

The number of unanswered
points -ASU scored.

-QUARTERBACK RYAN SCHNEIDER
KrusTY SHONKA I CFF

80

Receiver Doug Gabriel is tended to after a fourth-quarter injury. Gabriel caught five passes for 116 yards.

The temperature at time of kickoff.

UCF sets records

133

fOt.futility

The number of yards UCF
lost to penalties.

0

5

The number of sacks by
the UCF defense.

The number of sacks by
Elton Patterson.

1

The number of completions
by·Ryan Schneider.

I·

-TAILBACK ALEX HAYf!ES

we need to, as a team, get
together and figure out how
we're going to turn it
r
around and we need to do it
fast."

11
·

CHRIS BERNHARDT

MAC STANDINGS

STAFF WRITE~

The number of third-down
conversions by UCF.

We're going to need that
week off just to get bett~r ·
· and get our minds right and ~
get ready for a long
schedule."
11

UCF is constantly trying tO
East Division
set new standards for their
building program. But in .a ,.~ · Team
Conterence ·Non-cQnf.
game full of mistakes, the
W L
WL
Golden Knights managed to set '
· some_ news standards they'd ·
Marshall
0 0
1 0
rather not have.
·a
o
1
1
Kent
S.tate
· The 29 points Arizona
Miami
0 0
1 J
-- State scored in the third quar0 0.
1 1
Buffalo ·
ter were the most ever in a
A~ron
0 0
0 2
. , quarter by a UCF -opponent.
UCF
0
0
0 2
_The previous high was 28 by •
o .·o
o -z
Ohfo
VMI, way back .in 1982.
By fa~g to' coyert any of ·
their ·if third down attempts,
West Division
"the Golden Knights beat their
previous low in third down conTeam
Conference Non-cont.
version percentage. The record
W L
WL
,
was 29 percent; set in 1985.
·And the· two interceptions
Bowling .Green
0 0
1 0·
-that were returned for a fouch0
Toledo
,
1
0
0
"down in the third quarter tied .
Central
Michigan
2
00
0
.the' school record for an entire
0
We5tem
Mi~higan
1
0
1
·
seasun, ~et in 19SO and
Northern Illinois
0 0
1 1
matched in 1984 and .85.
~ Q - 2
o _ -0
.Eastern M~chlgan~
Ball State
0 0
0 1
: , PLEASE SEE Knights oN A-·13
$

ll :;:uJ'ti!&ii!ar -!
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The fortunate thing is
we're still undefeated in the
11

)

MAC."
-ASSISTANT HEAD COACH/RlJNNIN6
BACKS COACH ALAN GOOCH

The thing I'm most
disappointed in besicies,the ~
obvious is the loss of
· composure and poise in the ,/
second half."
11

II
t ..

J

-KRUCZEK

' «

"'
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·Knights .get.break before MAC opener
FROM PAGEA-12

Prater keeps on kicking
Matt Prater, the true freshman place kicker who was 3for-4 on field goals against
Penn State, hit both his
attempts in wet conditions at
,. Sun Devil Stadium. Included in
that was a 49-yarder in the
first q~arter, another long field
) goal to go with his 53-yarder
last week.
t

Rhule carries Big Stick
Linebacker Stanford Rhul~
won the Big Stick award, given
to the player that ,delivers the
biggest hit, after leveling Penn
State quarterback Zac Mills
last week. He continued his
solid play, putting in his finest
,, game · as a collegiate. He
recorded nine tackles, one
fumble recoveri and two
sacks-.

. for 133 yards. A block in the
back erased a great punt
return by Asante Samuel ·and a
hold cost Gabriel a long pass in
·
the second quarter.
UCF
receivers
also
dropped at least five or six
passes and the team as a
whole seemed.to lose as many
shoes .. Some of that could be
contributed to the rain that fell
during much of the first half.
.The official we:r:en't on
their side for the second
straight game, giving several
questionable calls to Arizona
State. That included ejecting
center Mike Mabry after fighting with a Sun Devil player fOlloMng . quarterback Ryan
Schneider's injury.

Injury report

In addition to· Schneider
bruising his ribs, starting right
guard Taylor Robertson left·
.
KrusTY SlioNKA I CFF
Arizona State's Cornell Canidate (bottom) fumbles the ball in the fourth quarter. ASU fumbled the ball six times, losing three of those to UCF. the game in the second quarter
and never returned. He was
Gabriel hits century
replaced by Alex Mendez.
fourth on the school's all-time
mark again
the 80-yard score.
~ Gabriel was injured on a
Patterson makes big impact
"
Despite seve,ral drops and ,
Gabriel's catch was the
After being held sackless lis~, just four and half behind play late in the game, though it
fumbles, wide receiver Doug third longest in school history, •_against Penn State, defensive Jermaine Benoit for third. didn't appear to be serious .
Gabriel had his ~ecob.d but not his career. He had an end Elton Patterson recorded Darrell Rudd holds the record With the game already decidstraight 100-yard game .. He 83-yard score last season.
ed, he did not return.
his first sack of the season. with 31.5.
~ had 116 yards on five -recepThis is the second time And his second. And his third.
Fullback Andrea! Curry,
tions, including an impressive Gabrle_l has had two consecuwho missed the Penn State
Patterson, UCF's best pass Sloppy game
touchdown late in the first tive 100-yard gams. He still has rusher and considered one of
Three of UCF's biggest game due to concerns about
quarter. The senior leapt in the a long way to go to set the · the best defensive players in problems against ASU: penal- his eligibility, was active
air to catch the ball, then school record. Ted Wilson had the MAC, has 19 sacks over the ties, drops, and shoes.
against Arizona State and carThe Golden Knights .were · ried the ball once for a three
shook off his defender and out-. five in 1985.
past two seasons and 24 in his
ran the Sun DevU's defense for
career. That moves him up to penalized an obscene 17 times yards.

CROSS COUNTRY NOTEBOOK

Cross country finishes
second, fifth in -qcF Invite
The · UCF men's and had hoped," said UCF Head
women's cross country Coach Marcia MansurWentworth. "Our top three
~ teams finished second and
· fifth respectively as they ran well, but they needed
opened the season at the · more support from the rest
UCF Invitational on Friday of the team. The men ran
• evening.
fine."
Florida
International
Unattached
runners
Tara and Tiffany Quinn fin- would take the men's compeished 1-2 in the race with the tition with 42 points followed
first and second place repre- by Miami in second (45
sented runners were DeeDee points), Warner Southern in
Haefling
(18:36.5)
and third (72), Florida Atlantic in
. • Elizabeth Bragg (19:07.9) of fourth (93) and UCF in fifth
the University of Tampa. (108).
In individual competiSophomore Amy Giles led the
Hurricane·s
Dan
way for the Golden. Knight tion,
women taking ninth place at · Boniface claimed first at
19:13.4 followed by junior 20:26.2 with teammate Matt
Sara Dillman in . 13th at Mulvaney behind him in sec,~ 19:34.8 and freshman Astrid ond at 20:38.8. Sophomore
Claessens in 16th with a time Brian Sharbono earned the
of 19:52. Sophomore Jaclyn Golden Knights top finish
Baron and Jackie Magee coming in 17th with a time of
21:42.8.
'.ii rounded out the UCF top five
"I was running really
in 29th and 30th place.
.
. "I thought I raced well well the first half of the
" today," ·said Giles, "but there course," said Sharbon_o. "In
is definitely room for the second half, I really
improvement. I opened up started to feel tired. I did
much better than I did last well but there is definitely
some room for improve•year."
Due to a formal protest ment."
Meanwhile, freshman
following the meet, the
women's scores would be Chuckie Jones performed
.. unofficial. As it stood· on well in his collegiate debut
Friday night, Tampa would with a 20th place showing ·.
take the title in the women's and a time of 21:55.3.
competttion with 31 points Sophomore Ben Mena folwhile UCF was second with lowed close behind at 22:05.7
66. Florida Atlantic ran in for 22nd and freshman Ray
third (92 points) with Miami Gossage was 33rd with a
in fourth (98) and Florida time of 22:25.3.
International in fifth (158).
-CO~PILED FROM W~RE REPORTS
"We did run as well as I
~

Www.utfathletics.com

..

-n c _gets
mixed
•
reviews

•

•

Team members from th h
e s ow ''JunlcYard Wars" get pumped for th . hCoVRnsy TLC
. .
eir c allenge.

•
today's fashlons, are transformed into
CRAIG BROOKS
hip individuals.
STAFF WRITER
"Trading Spaces" showcases two
Has the TLC craze taken over groups that get a room in each of their
houses remodeled by friends, or so
UCF?
Yes and no. Out of 50 students they thought before they see the
questioned about whether or not they remodeling.
watch The Learning Channel, 30 watch
"Junkyard Wars" follows two
the channel and 20 do not tune into the teams as they create different
machines from scrap metal in a junkchannel at all.
It looks like the TLC phenomenon yard, competing for a rusty trophy and
has nQt hit as hard at UCF, however, - finally,
those who do watch are incredibly
. "While You Were Out" is a
enthusiastic about their favo:r:ite new remodeling show, in
which a person is unaware
shows.
Viewers were ~sked to rate seven that part of their house is
popular TLC shows.
being made over until
''A Wedding Story" follows a couple they arrive home.
throughout the pre-marital stages up
Now that you know
until their wedding day.
what the shows are about,
''A Dating Story" follows two peo- who
actually watches
ple who are set up on a blind date by a them?
First off, cross off "While
mutual friend.
''A Baby Story" profiles soon-to-be You Were Out" because apparently
mothers and how they are prepared for - no one really watches this show.
childbirth.
However, the other
In ''A Makeover Story," two people, remodeling
show,
who seem to be out of touch with "Trading Spaces," has
PLEASE SEE

.
.

ILLUSTRATION BY ADAM

SHJVER

Shows ON A-15
)

'SwimFan; does belly flop in box office
If you've seen the movie
trailer, you know this much
already. The rest of the movie,
In "SwimFan," star jock, while suspenseful and semiBen Cronin, played by Jesse entertaining, lacks believability.
Bradford, lets his conscience fail
The movie was "nerve-rackhlm and has an "episode" with ing," said Anita Cortez, a sophothe high school new girl . more early childhood major.
Madison, played by Erika
Truthfully, "SwimFan" can
Christensen. During their be considered an edge of your
moment of passion, he utters seat, nail-biter.
three words, "I love you/' and his
For parts of it ~nyway.
life begins to slowly fall apart. ·
The characters are pretty
During this escapade, . he believable. ·
forgets about his wonderful girl"I hope there's 6nly one girl
friend Amy, played by Shiri like that. It makes _me not want
Appleby, who, of course; is com- to be good at sports," said Cisco
Sintes, a graduate student in the ·
pletely dedicated to him.
CRAIG BROOKS
STAFF WRITER

college of ,HAS.
Erika Christensen's performance as Madison, the psycho/stalker/killer was inspiring,
that is, if someone aspires to be
a psycho/stalker/killer.
But, for most. people, her
performance just leaves you dry.
It's ironic for a movie titled
"SwimFan."
Honestly, Christensen's performance was not as poor as
Anne Heche's in "Psycho," but it
did not come close to Angelina
Jolie's in "Girl, Interrupted"
either.
· Jesse Bradford gave a perfor~ance that brought tears to

the eyes of moviegoers-. That is, ty.
One word to describe the
tears of pain. How could anyone
be that dumb? Some moviegoers ending would be abrupt. Not in
might say that he gets what he the good way either. .
Even a fan of the movie,
deserves in the end.
The movie's believability Jessic<t Dennis, a freshman,
seemed to be a problem for sev- couldn't .deny the trYth.
"The ending sucked," said
eral viewers.
"It was believBcble until the Dennis.
handcuffs scene," said . jose ·
Jose Chavez agreed wordChavez, a freshman hospitality for-word·with Dennis, as did the
major.
majority of the theater.
-Jose refers to a scene in
The movie is entertaining
which Madison pulls a Lance for a good 83.5 minutes, but for
Burton on everyone and per- the sake of cinema, please duck
forms illusions. Illusions are not out for the last 30 seconds
_exactly what movies should con- because the ending is just abomtain .to press the feeling of reali- inable.

_,

.,

•
•

•
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Cooking for dumn1ies, or maybe not
because a diet such as that
does not promote my desired
lifestyle," said Nguyen.
A pinch· of salt, a dash of
Health is not the only perk.
garlic. Throw in a couple · of It is common knowledge that a
1 other spices and into the oven
balanced and nutritious diet
the chicken goes. But that's not can increase concentration as
all. The . water in the pot is well as cognitive skills.
beginning to boil over. Time to · Increased c.o ncentration can
toss in those penrie noodles.
therefore help to improve
As dinner is cooking, self- grades.
proclaimed iron chef and
"Eating the right meals
• grandmaster barbeque Rene' , a_n d staying healthy keeps me
Nguyen, sophomore, talks alert. I tend to tire easily and
about his inspiration for ven- feel like a sloth when I eat a
turing into the terra incognita, conglomerate of junk food,"
:. more commonly known as the said Nguyen.
kitchen.
Another tie between eating
"To put it - in black and right and scholastics is the
white, my mother isn't around basic "good feeling" one gets
•to make dinner, so it's basically from eating healthy
to stave off malnutrition. Plus,
· "It makes you feel good
the very fact that I no longer about yourself and in turn you
,, have a meal plan is the primary may feel good . about other
reason why I cook," said things·in life such as doing well
Nguyen.
in school," said Johnson.
Malnutrition is definitely a
Since looking fit and
" legitimate reason for learning, achieving high grades is imporor attempting to learn, the · tant to most college students,
~rti.stcy of cooking. After 18 one might think that every col-. years of Mom or Dad preparing lege student would be all over
their meals, students are sud- the idea of cooking like icing on
denly thrown out into the world a cupcake.
·
with mostly the knowledge of
"Anyone can keep a
, how to buy Mac-n-cheese. healthy diet," said sophomore
\¥ithout the time, utensils or Staci Heshey. ."I just feel that
know-how, how are students most college stµdents are lazy."
expected to cook, or even care
Laziness is a valid excuse.
•to cook for that matter?
With a week's worth of classes,
On the priority list, meals work, studying and partying,
hit bottom and eventually the there. is just no energy left to
.,. question of what to make for prepare a whole meal.
·
dinner becomes what fast food
"College life is 'extremely
place to .hit or which frozen stressful and busy, and somedinner to heat up.
times you need ·something
11
However, night after night quick which usually means fast
and week after week of not eat- food," said Johnson.
ing healthy can . begin to take
A certain person, whom
its toll. That is precisely the almost every college student
~reason why sophomore Ashley has become familiar with,
Johnson tries to keep a proper . would not let them get off the
diet.
hook that easily. That person
"Your future health is would be Mr. George Foreman.
affected by the way you eat
The George Foreman is
now. I also want to maintaifi a today's miracle kitchen applihealthy figtire," said Johnson.
ance.
•
They didn't coin the phrase
It's "much faster than any
"Freshmen: 15" for nothing. outdoor grill or oven," said
Hundreds of students put on Johnson.
the pounds due to junk food
Roommates are also a
handy solution. Cooking with
replacements.
~'I maintain a healthy diet
four people is much easier than
to feel healthy. I could very eas- a solo effort.
,ily live off pizza rolls and hot
Hershey said the key is
dogs, but I choose not to .improvisation.
RACHEL BRAVERMAN
STAFF WRITER

Recipe Corner I Recipes for college students \Yho may, or may not know how to cook.
Doctored Campbell's Student-style
Ingredients:
1 can soup (vegetable or beef base)
1 cup water
1/2 cup diced cheese (Swis~, jack or cheddar)
1/2 cup sliced vegetables (tomatoes, carrots)
1/2 cup diced ham (optional)

Instructions:
Follow the cooking instructions on the can for ·a healthy and filling meal. _
' Vegetable and beef based soups work the best.
The cheese should be added just before serving

Student-style _Ramen
Ingredients:
1 package Rameh Noodles

Instructions:
Cook the noodies in boiling water
for 2-4 minutes.
Add the flavor pack to the noodles.
Add your cooked meat or veggies and cook for two
more minutes.
Possible additions:
sliced vegetables, cheese, cooked turkey or chicken.

· Student-style Chicken Teiiyaki
lngredien'ts:
2 chicken breasts
1 cup teriyaki sauce (for marinating)
Spices to taste; tarragon, basil, garlic
powder, pepper

Instructions:
Clean the chicken.
Marinate the chicken in the sauce
and spices over night or until
ready for cooking.
Bake chicken at 350 degrees for
45 minutes.

-DONNA T. SCHUMAN

"I made practically everything in the dorms. The
microwave and toaster oven
can make some main dishes,"
said Hershey. "I've made chicken pastas, ravioli, tater tots,
French toast, pancakes, hamburgers, etc."
Where there is a will,
there's a way. Basically, if a

student wants a nice homecooked meal every night, they
will have to make it themselves. Once the fear of the
stove or oven has been overcome, a whole· world of meats
and pastas open up.
Speaking of a stove and
oven, a scintillating aroma of
garlic and herbs comes from

Nguyen's oven. The grilled
herb chicken is mouthwatering
and the garlic penne pasta
makes a perfect side dish.
"I like to think I'm a multifaceted cook," said Nguyen, a
self-taught chef. "The next day
I may feel like preparing a pepper crusted steak." Who's up
for dinner at his house?

•

~Shows

have a strong female foil owing

FROM PAGEA-14
1'

many fans. The majority of females who
w.atch TLC favor "Trading Spaces." It
came in No. 1 among the students inter'viewed
"Tb.e carpenter guy is really hot,"
said Jessica Whatley, a freshman biomolecular science major and Andria
~eikkinen, a freshman industrial engine~ring major.
One lone male enjoys the escapades
.of "Tradiilg Spaces."
"I . really like that show," admits
Chris Pilinko, a senior engineering
major.
Not all is happy in the land of
"Trading Spaces" though. Some students have negative feelings toward the
~how.
·
"You can watch the last 5 minutes
and get the w4ole idea. The whole reason to watch is to see the reactions at

major and Asher Wildman, a freshman nursing major.
One fan of the show enjoys the show
broadcasting major, agreed that, "You
see people build things from useless, because the names that the parents pick
amuse her.
non-working crap!"
"A Baby Story" is one of those shows
'<lunkyard Wars" has that effect on
its viewers. Who can resist wat9hing where the beginning and end are ·nice
grown men and women build large, and touching, but the painful shots in the
destructive toys out of junk? Nobody can, middle are difficult to watch at times.
Finally, ''A Wedding Story" and ''A
and that is why '<lunkyard Wars" is the
second most popular show among stu- Dating Story" tied for support among
UCF students.
dents interviewed.
"It's a girl's ideal of what a wedding
Coming in a close third, is "A
should be and the TV show makes it posMakeover Story."
Apparently female students enjoy sible," said Sarah Emmer, a freshman
seeing other girls get made up. Someone forensic science major.
C0URTESY TLC
Some students said, ''A Dating
should do research on why that is. Why
'1rading Spaces" doesn't always make participants happy.
Story" is interesting because of the
do some girls like makeovers so much?
"blind-date/inadvertent humor" thing.
It boggles the mind.
Moving on; there is strong support' That just about sums up the popular
the end anyway," said Lisa Zittel, a soph- for "A Baby Story" and as expected, it is shows on The Learning Channel.
What show do you watch? '<lunkyard
. not from the guys.
omore biology major.
"In 'A Baby Story' you see a real Wars?" :N"ah, probably mor-e like
'<lunkyard W~rs" ·· has a solid fan
emotional connection between every- "Trading Spaces." Tb.at carpenter guy is ·
base, mostly stemming from males.
Jose Ramos, a freshman marketing one," said Jacqui Marin, a freshman quite attractive.

(.

,, 96.6. Pnsents

foulldatl~p lhursdays ·
• LadieS In Free
.,
Ladies Drink Free til.1 Midnight·

orlando'i
_. Iupicale nightclub

17 West Pine Street
Orlando, Florido 32801

Friction & Spice
Friday the 13th in September

www.b/ueroomorlando.com

(407) 423-2588
21 anti up welcome

Undergr~~d ~z
, /·--.,\
( · 1

~'We're the downtown bar,

right down the street!"

$2.00 Bud and Bud lights
$2.00 Wells All Nipht
----··---~~~~~-0. ca_~~!__~ll Night_ __

__

18 and up welcome

Happy hour - . 4 - 7 p.m.
Join the tapped out club: 101 Beers on the wall!
Try our specialty: Dirty Hoes • 21 and up after 9 pm

Featured bands of the week:
To':light: Padst Blue Ribbon Give Away
September 10: Spicy Brown
September 13: Blondeto • Basement Theory ·· Zac West
September 14: Creepin' Charley

-;:

r
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Crossword
ACROSS . 1 Very distant
7 Hazy pollution
11 Definite article
14 First match
15 Garr of ''Tootsie"
16 OPEC product
17 Italian cheese
18 Makes suitable

--

because officers forgot to read him his Miranda
rights (May). And according to police·report in
the Hesperia (Calif.) Star: "An elderly man who
lived on the 10700 block of 'G' Avenue suffered a
heart attack while engaged in sexual intercourse
and died April 2.''

a

Undignified deaths
CHUCK SHEPHERD
UNIVERSAL PRESS SYNDICATE

People not p·aying attention to the news _
An apparently harmless passenger (college
,, student Maxim Segalov) forced an unscheduled
landing of an American Airlines flight in Salt Lake
City _(and his subsequent ejection) when he
alarmed the crew by trying to recharge a size-AA
battery by heating it with his cigarette-lighter
(August). And the St. Louis Post-Dispatch reported in July that a passenger was detained at St.
Louis' Lambert Field because for some reason he
had packed in his checked luggage (which happened to be chosen for random inspection) his
cute, personal al~ clock, which is an old-fashioned clock outfitted with six toy sticks of dynamite.

Oiches come to life
Sophia Reitan fell and broke her arrn when a
Pentecostal Upper Room Tabernacle minister
pushed the evil spirits from her forehead, and no
., one caught her when she swooned backward; she
settled with the church for $80,000 (Dix Hills, N.Y.,
February). And even though Clarence Cromwell,
2~, fully .confessed to police that he had killed a
man, a judge in Brooklyn, N.Y., set him free

A 25-year-old man was shot and killed by a
friend as the two were acting out their favorite
scenes from movies; the dead man was said to
have been portraying Al Paci.no (Melbourne,
Australia, July). A 19-year-old worker at the
Kargher candy factory suffocated when he accidentally fell into a 1,200-gallon vat of chocolate
(Hatfield, Pa., July). A 47-year-old man stumbled
as he was removing his trousers for bed and fell
out a second-story window in his home, landing
fatally on his head (Aptos, Calif., July).

Our animal friends
·• Researchers at England's Cambridge
University, and others in Tallahassee, Fla., and
Cleveland, are training dogs to screen patients for
prostate -and lung cancers by detecting distinct
smells of tumors in patients' breath. One
researcher reported a success rate of 87 percent,
which rivals that of some expensive technology.
• Among Recent Animals in the News: the
Asian paradise ,t ree snake, which actually flies (by
thrusting itself from high places, flattening out and ·
undulating its body), and a species of millipede
from the West Indies, which, when zoo-dwelling
capuchin and· owl monkeys rubbed them on their
fur, caused the monkeys to go into a delirious frenzy (an "ancient primate form of hallucinogen,"
according to one millipede expert).

again
20 "Cagney&
Lacey" co-star
21 Foolish
22 Building wings
23 Short sleep •
24 Seattle pros,
casually
27 Minute aquatic
organism
29 Prepared to play
30 Put in stitches
31 Golf standard
32 "I Know How He
Feels" singer
33 Deadlock
36 Study of
fermentation
39 Took seats
40 Writer O'Brien
42 Psychic's gift
43 Moray
45 Danger signal
47 Apparitions
51 Writer Norman
52 Attention getter
53 Wry face
54 Atwood novel
56 ·_shelter:·
Rolling Stones hit
57 Maxim
59 Work-shoe
protection
60 Ignited
·
61 Severn tributary
62 Wacko
63 Sun's fall
64 Not as much
65 Trawled
DOWN
1 Counterfeiter
2 Very handsome
man
3 Thaw again
4 Jackie's Aristode
5 Bogs
6 To and _

©2002 Tribune Media Senrices,Jnc
Al rlghlB rllSlnGd.

7 Landing area
8 Get together
9 Major dental
process
10 Old Testament
hero
11 Upper parts
12 Smack
13 '02 British Open
winner
19 Actor Ed
21 Word with cry or
chest
23 Six days after
Christmas
25 Castro's island
26 Brief quarrel
28 Moroccan city
29 Veteran sailor
31 Young dog
33 Period in office
34·Concept
35 College in
Beverly, MA
37 NYC arena
38 Vote for
41 G-sharp ·

\
see

solulilns,

page1

44 Most covered in
bird droppings

52 Holy songs
55 Vanities

46 Fatal
47 ltsy-bitsy

56 No longer here

48 Womanizer
49 Merciful

Capone
58 Easy dessert?
59 Can material

50 Oozed

~
12m Collegiate War

401-m-1&1&
· ··,\

.,\\a r·r iot t

Residence

- Inn

11651 UniversilV Boulevanl

401-513-9000

Join Us for Happy .Hour
-4- 7 pm

1/2 Price

Mixed ·or.inks

& 10 pm-Clo_s e

$ I Off Appet:iZers

11801 High Tech A,..

401-243-6100

'61 Capp and

~
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100 HEIP WANn'D
200 .FOR SALE
250 AlJTOMOTIJ'B
300 FOR llENT
32J HOMES
350 ROOMMATES
400 SERVICES
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Offic~ 'Telephone Hours ~

OassifKations
450 llErAIL
JOO ON CAMPUS
5J0Emrs
600 &REEK LIFE
700MISC
750 TRAVEL
800 llEuGIOIV

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - .5 p.m.

· offi~e· Addre5s
3361 Rouse Rd., Suite 160
Orlando, FL 32817

·~~

l
By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 44 7-4556
By Email: classifieds@UCFfuture.com
In Pers.on: University Court, Suite 160
(Univ. & Rouse beWnd Hess & Chik-Fil-A)

3 pm. Fri. for Mon. Issue
3'p.m. Tues. for Thurs. Issue

Payment Me!hqds . ~ .: .
Cash, Check,
Mastercard, VISA, AMEX

~ Issues ( 1 week):
8 Issues (4 weeks):
24 Issues (12 weeks):
Bolding:
Large Headline:

$9perwk
$8perwk
$7 per wk
$1 per wk
$1 per wk

•f

~

Charges listed above include an ad of
up to five lines, 35 characters per line.
$1/wk for each additional line .

407-447-4555 • dassijieds@VCFfuture.com

'

lmiJ HELP WANTED lmiJ HELP WANTED lmiJ HELP WANTED lmiJ HELP WANTED lmiJ HELP WANTED
Interested in Modeling?

SMOKERS NEEDED!

Visit
www.danncaps.com/modelnn.htm
for information on this
exciting opportunity.

Attractive, thin females who smoke
needed for national telephone interview
,(not anti-smoking) . Selected callers
earn $50. Toll free 888-801-1517,
please leave your name and ~umber
and your call will be returned.

STUDENTS:
Internet u'sers Wanted!!
·$20/hour possible while
using the internet. For details/
online Registration see
http://dmx.icollegedirect.com/si
Valet Parking - Positions starting at
$9 - $12/hr are available for friendly,
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT
AM/PM positions available at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and
Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275 ·
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail.

OUT-OF-THE-BOX BROWNIES
Needs BROWNIE EATERS immediately!!
For a chance to win up to $10,000
in cash, prizes & scholarships. Detail
& Products at most college
bookstores or visit our web site @
Www.outoftheboxbrownies.com
Go_Shopping, Eat Out, See A Movie...
And Get Paid to Do It!
Visit www.WorkAtDorm.com

Wanted: SERVER for very busy
Nature's Table located in office bldg by
UCF. Must be friendly, hard working
with great attitude. Must work well with
others.Great hours and pay for the right
person. Call Kathy: 407-514-6999.
Bartenders Needed
No Experience Necessary
Earn Up To $300 per Day
866-291-1884 xFL01
Applicants Wanted to study
Part IV of The Urantia Book.
Earn $25,000! For details,
visit www.eventodaward.com
PT/FT Opportunity - Primerica
Financial Services, a subsidiary
of Citigroup is looking to hire
4-5 students. High compensation
potential! Set your own hrs.
Call Kevin @ 1-866-208-3263.

TCBY
The Country's Best Yogurt needs
PT help. Competitive pay. #1945
Aloma and Lakemont, Winter Park.
Please call 407-671-2888 .

\J

HaveanAA?

•.:.•

u.s.a1R FORCE Want a career?

R•O•T•C

AFROTC offers incentives for
qualified junior and senior

level cadets enrolled in our
program.

Graphic Designer Position
Requirements: strong ·layout skills ,
proficient in Illustrator, Photoshop and
Quark. Professional appearance and
organizational skill a must. Part-time
to fulltime position. Please fax or email
resume to:(f) 407-306-9916
graph ics@pu reconnection .net
Help Wanted: professional, reliable
person who lives around UCF. Must be
available weekends and some evenings,
must have valid driver's license, and a
cell phone. Will make a lot of money for
a few hours of work. Please
contact Pat or Tom 407-701-8560.

-

Make over $1000 weekly.

Incentives include:
-Up to $3,000 tuition per year
-$450 for textbooks per year
-Monthly stipend ($250-$350)
-Special scholarship programs
exist for Engineers and Nurses
-One--year" scholarships for
qualified Seniors and graduate·
·students .
For more Information, call us at

407 823-1247 (UCF-1:J

No selling involved!
$$Phones are ringing off hook$$
Guaranteed hrly/commlbonuses
Winter Park, 321-207-0988

BACK TO SCHOOL WORK
$10 an hour
Base/Appt PIT Flexible around
classes No Exp. Necessary, Great For
Students, scholarships, Cust Svc/sales
conditions apply. Apply ASAP
407-862-8786 4collegework.com
Female Models
18-25 for lingerie photography.
4'8 - 5'10, 100-130 pds.
Call 321-945-4545

Local telephone company

$250 A DAY POTENTIAL

looking for independent reps for
Orlando area. Be your own boss, ·s et
your own hours & work fr.om home.
Earn up to $2000/mnth Part-time. ·
Call 407-2n-2176 for more info.

bartending. Training provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext 100

.

JUMP START YOUR EARNINGS.
Part Time Entrepreneurs Are Making
Full Time Dollars! Listen t.o: (24hrs
recording) (212} 461-2910.
Then call me at (813) 931-1526
for further details.

AFTER SCHOOL
CHILD CARE NEEDED
Mon-Fri 2:30-6pm (Wed 1:30- 6pm).
Downtown Orlando Neighborhood.
Call 407-521 :3114 day or 407-317·9119 ·
night. $7.5Q.hr + mileage.

Get Green $600+/week
On campus job marketing electric
vehicles seeks enthusiastic campus
reps. Call Jennifer-212-531-3361
or 917-544-4682 . .
WANTED: Babysitter with good
christian background, that lov~s kids,
for a wonderful 2 yr old. $6 to $7
per hour, flexible schedules.
407-281-4922 ask 4 Sue
FLOWER GIRLS NEEDED!!!!!
Work in Area's
HOTTEST Night Clubs!
$$$ PT Hours, FT PAY $$$
MUST BE ENERGETIC
AND OUTGOING
Call for interview 407 538 6136

· Community Assistan~s
Looking for motivate<L
individuals to work at University'
House on Alafaya. Call TQdd
at 407-2n-4007 for more info: or
fax resume~ !o (407) 275-4903.
Childcare for Twins. Not FIT, but
once _or twice a week, flex times,
some weekends. Need 3 references
for babysitting responsibilities.
Waterford/Eastwood area. Call
407-281-0932.

Food Critic!
No experience needed. Up to $20
an hour. Flexible schedule.
Call 1-877-314-1777 x440

Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Stuclent Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven CampusFundraiset 3 hour
fundraising event. Our programs make fundraising easy with no risks.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly so get with the program! It works. Contact
Campus Fund raiser at (888) 923-3238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.com

..

$100's to $1,000's paid weekly stuffing
envelopes. For free info. rush selfaddre}~sed stamped envelope to P.O.
Box· 622772; Oviedo, FL 32(62

Purebread, Brendel with eye patch
ready to stud 16 months old,
Call 407-538-7006. Must sell.

m!] AUTOMOTIVE
.,..·

Child Care needed in home. Week
night evenings only. 5 hours a night.
Please call 407-808-3958. If no one is
home please lf?ave a message.

THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
has the following paid positions open:
Web site Database Programmer (PHP,
MySQL, PDF Form Exp. Req'd)
Distribution Driver (Mon.IThurs. Early
Afternoon Avail. & Truck Required)
email publisher@ucffuture.com

Work Anywhere!
Earn $500-$1 \00/mo. PT
or $2000-$5500/mo. FT
www.financialfortune.com
or call 407-497-9922

English Bulldog

FOR SALE: 1992 Mitsubishi Diamante
4-door automatic with power windows
and locks, great tint job, runs _gre~t,
in great shape! Only $3000
Call Ashleigh 407-375-732~

Valet Parking Attendants Needed

Earn $500 to $5000 per month
working from home, campus, or
anywhere! www.lookrightnow.com or
call 888-318-8094. Training, bonuses,
vacations, you name it, we got it.
No Exp Necessary!

UP To $300-$500 a Week!
Orlando's #1 Advertising Firm
looking to fill openings in Sales,
PR and Entry Level Acct Mgmt.
No exp-nee. Will train __
Call Alexis 407-679-2602.

mil FOR SALE '

Locations throughout Orlando area, flex
schedules, FT/PT avail , for great pay
and great opp c~ll
407-971-9131

FEMALE SMOKERS - Attractive,
thin females who smoke needed for
confidential phone interview (not
anti-smoking). Selected callers earn
$50. Leave name and number and
your call will be returned ASAP.
888-355-0322 Toll Free.

..

SPORTS CAREER!

.,

m

FoRRENT

Waterford Lakes Home.
2 rooms for rent in 3/2.
5 min. from campus. W/D Pool,
tennis & basketball court. All util.
incl. plus cable. ONLY $500/month.
Call (407) 382-9036.

·"'

One and Two Bdrm Apts Available in
Oak 1Tree Court! 1 year lease, 3
blocks from UCF. Water,Trash, Pest •
Control Included. Call Amber
321-229-1426. 3530 N Alafay_a Trail

212 Condos w/in walking distance
to UCF. 1st and 2nd floor avail. Pool,
basketball, volley, tennis, pets ok.
Quiet. Starting @$725/mo. Call/email:
Cindy@ LA Realty 407-679-2600
LAReal61@aol.com
Available - 1 Bdrm Apts located on
11600 Mendel Drive, only 3 blocks
from ~niversity. only $450 per
month! Call 321-229-1426

NEGOTIABLE RENT
for a female student looking for part ' ·
time work as a nanny in eve/wknds.
Large house 4 mi from UCF; with
your own room. Call 407-595-5605.
APT FOR RENT-- 2/2 $650/mo includes
water, garbage, and local phone with
voicemail. Walking distance to UCF.
Pets OK. Call Rachel 407-781-3402.
1 bed/batb avail. in Waterford Lakes
Home. Less than 1O min. from UCF.
Fast access DSL, All utilitiE?.S incr.'
Call Lindsay at
(954) 701-3806 or (407) 273-5486.
Brand New Custom 31212 In nice, . '
quiet, gated community "The
Reserve". Complete with Appliances.
~O min from UCF. $1200/mo.
407-568-6936.

l.,.
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FoRRENT

.NATIONAL CREDIT_REPAIR®

To Sublett: 1 BDRM in large, fully .
furnished, 3 BDRM APT @ Alafaya Club
Apts. Prov BDRM, 1250 sq ft. BDRM is
14x12, AVAIL NOV 1, 2002. UTIL, DSL,
,.Cable inclu i~ rent. Trash p/u at door, will
negotiate financial help during sublett
period. 888-271-5566 for details.

----------------------Large Townhome for rent (rental to share)
$475.00 includes utilities. Location:
Maitland area (near Winter Park off
17-92. Furnished or unfurnished.
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY.
Address is: 831' Maple Court,
Maitland, FL 32751.
Pets and/or small child OK.
(Domeric Elementary has free
afterschool child care)
Room large enough to accommodate 2.
Washer/Dryer
DSL Connection (high. speed
internet access)

Large Maitland Townhome for
~ rent(rental to share)$475 includes utils.
Furn. or Unfurn. W/D and DSL. Large
Room! Pets/small child OK. AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY.

m!]

GREEKS

c
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Bill Lavender
-

Cell: (352) 978-1960 ·
Ofc.: 1-866-376-7177 (Toll Free)

Regional Representative

m

NEED IMMIGRATION HELP?
Law Office of Nadine A. B'rown, P.A.
Former Supervising A tto-r ney of
Catholic Charities Immigration Services

KA

Asylum - Deportation - Family & Business Services .
-Student Vis as ( F -1, M · 1, J - 1 · V is"a s)

· Call (407) 678-6622

. THANK YOU ZTA, SAE;, and Sig Ep for
a GREAT SOCIAL. We had a blast!
-Ladies of Kappa Delta

llJ

One Purlieu Place , Suite 170 , Winter Park , Florida 32792
Se Habla Espanol - Major Credit Card s Accepted

·'Fantastic Sams·

SERVICES

-_· Recent coleue grad? , ..
Not happy whh vour cune111 POSilionil
Get readV tor vour next iob search whh

CUTS • PERMS • COLOR
-Experienced Stylists-

\. JOBSfARCH

_,. .

..--

~The Ortando
Real Estate market is ·
appreciating as fast as a monthly

Ask about other UCF specials
10691 E. Colonial (Aloma _Center West. of Alafaya)

( 407) 380-5626

mortgage payment... tell your family
Invest in O~ando ...lt Pays

I!]

Great Rates!!

407-671-3134 m

• Resales
"" •
• Foreclosures
F1oriJa Realty
•Condos I T-Hooses
of'°"""'*'
• Single Family Hous8s
..,

Video Production Services
Editing/Videography for events, school
projects, music videos, etc.
Call Scott for details 407-362-3427
E-mail scott@jellomonkey.com
DRY CLEANED & PRESS
Pants-Jeans-Shorts Mens or Ladies
Student Special - $2.00 each
Liberty Cleaners (407) sn-7100
10006 University Blvd. & Dean Rd.
Bring .this ad & Student ID

Acting Workshops!
Study w/ pros who have starred on
_. Broadway, TV, and films in NYC, LA,
london! Grad: RADA and LAMDA,
Stella Adler, etc. Priv. coaching also.
Skye Aubrey 407-788-8916
German Tutoring (Native Speaker)
Only $15ihr Call 407-671-5086
or 407-761-9627
Ask for Carina!
Hair Guttery -10% off for Students
on all services. M-F 9am-3pm
Hair Guttery in Suncrest Village on
'1 . Dean and University by Publix.
Call 407-672-3084

RETAIL

Friend or spouse's birthday?
Send a cake to their office!
DELIVERED BEAUTIFUUY GIFf PACKAGED
WITH NAPKINS, PLATES, FORKS, CANDLES,
MATCHES, KNIFE AND BALLOONS!

Gotta order the cake?
Take the hassle out!
Buttercream,
chocQ.late, carrot
cakes, huge pies,
cheesecakes, muffins,
cookies and more!

L
1

x

~{'6~~ ~~~ 95

Service, Leadership, Fellowship, and
FREE FOOD (if you're lucky)
Monday 6pm Student Union Rm 220
For Info email : FLSB506@aol.corn

fl!I!l

Up To High/Pro EXeculive Posilions
Attorneys • Management • .Administration
Accountants • Finance • Sales • Teachers
Computer Programmers • IT Pros
- Networkers • Maintenance • Mechanics

Dis is Your One-Siop career Shoot

Misc.

I will guarantee your satisfaction!

AMPLIFIERS, PRO AUDIO,
KEYBOARDS, SOUND MODULES,
& RECORDING GEAR WANTEDCASH. Call 407-363-5363.

mil

TRAVEL
Spring Brea_k'03

(

407) 290-1515

• More than 1000 leading companies
• -Access thousands of job listings
thr.o ughout the internet
• Navigate all federal, state and local_
government websites
• Network with professional
organizations
-- • Learn how to obtain professional
licenses & certifications
• 100 job search engines to search
and post resumes

El9v-teveL Mid-Professional

Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Stude.nt Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundraiser
3 hour fundraising event.
Our programs make fundraising
easy with no risks. Fundraising
.dates are filling quickly, so get
with the program! It works.
Contact Campus Fundraiser at
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

Menin.g itis Vaccine Clinic
September 11, 2002
11 am-5pm SU Peg. Bllrm
Cost $70.00 w/coupon
Student Health Services
407-823-2701

m!]

mJ ON CAMPUS
JOIN UCF CKI

Be your own therapist, and stop
wasting time and money. Recorded
message 24 hrs. 212-252-6823

)3so1;mrmma
SERVICES

SERVICES

Frustrated
w/ Traditional Therapy?

Craig_Rudolph@Realtor.com

Student Roommates Needed in HOUSE.
5 BQRM house 10 min from campus.
Non Smokers only. $400/mo + util.
Call Ryan @ 407-243-6684 or Mike
@ 813-929-8196 for details ...

.

2002 & 2003 EDITION

~

I!]

Central
Florida's

\_\. j 'GUIRAN I EHi

HOMES

You Can Live Rent Free

!!r

SERVICES

, •.R~l~!~ssiclm
Ask about our 110% Money Back Guarantee

,

Investors' Mortgage Plan

llJ

Caie}:P~vm~~ts

$475 per month, util/cable included l
amenities inclu pool (access from..room),
garage parking, W/D, storage·space,
•.pets ok, large backyard, 5 min from UCF
Quiet neighborhood. Easy access to
417, avail immediately. Call Sandy or
Mike 407-677-8391

3% Downpayment

RETAIL

, • C~iig! Offs '

•-----------------------

mJ

ml

Legally remove from your credit report:

~··: :;;::···~·- ,.

~

RETAIL

CREDIT PROBLE.N S1 -

•

For Rent: 2/2 at Hunter's Reserve.
$750/month . Vaulted ceilings, W/D,
gym, pool, tennis courts.
Only 1 mile from UCF.
407-275"4203.

ml

w/StudentCity.com! Air, Hotel, Free ·
FOOD &DRINKS and 150% Lowest
Price Guarantee! REPS WANTED!
Organize 15 friends, earn 2 FREE
TRIPS, VIP treatment, and cash to
promote StudentCity.com! Call
1-800-293-1445 or email
sales@studentcity.com today!

There are:
1 • More than a thousand companies who
are looking for people like yourself.
2. Almost every City, County, Local
& State Agency.
3. Almost every Federal Agency.
4. Well over a hundred Job Search Engines.
5. Websites to help you throughout your life.

Product ·l nform·ation:
Option "A" Book version only $25

Option "B" Bo~k version & CD-ROM $30

....,,,..-----,- ..,.,.,,,..,

· Ordering Information:
Please fill In your in,fo below & mail with check or money order.
'. ~~k""'~ ~,,,6

·~

;-:

• Fun &Easy Transportation
.
- • f 111C111cing Available
~
• 2yr 111tanited mleage warranty ~
· • 3 models/ 9 colors
l"
• Major aealf cards a«epted
Parts - Sales - Serviu

Jet Ski Orlando

'

(407) 859·3006 '

Your Name:----~----~----~------~~~
YourAddress: --------------~~~~~~~
Lar:ry S. Wagner (UCF •oo, B.S.B.A .)
P.O. Box 72·1 484, Orlando, FL 32872-1484
Allow 4-6 weeks for shipping.
Call for information: 407- 797 -167 4
or e-mail any questions to: Lwagner900@aol.com

.

Hyundai Advantage™

AMERICA'S
, BEST
WARRANTY*
IOYear/100,000 Mile
Powertrain -Protection,
5Year/60,000 Mile
Bumper-to-Bumper,
5Year I Unlimited
Miles 24-hour
Roadside Assistance

." .

2003 HYUNDAI
.

Dual Front Airbags, Front Side
Airbags; Air Conditioning, 6-speaker
StereQ with CD~ Power Windows,
·Door Locks and Heated Mirrors,
.' . Remote Keyless Entry System with
Alarm, Cruise Control,. 16" Alumin~m
Alloy Wheels with Michelin® Tires.
..

.

TI·BU Ro~ N

$15, 999**
1

....

1

~l
l
J.

[

.

-

THE ALL-NEW TIBURON. CATCH ONE WHILE YOU CAN.

l

At just $15, 999, the all new Tiburon gives you exhilarating.performance. Plus standard
featu.res like dual front airbags, front side ai~bags~ air conditioning, 6-speaker stereo ·with.
CIJ, power windows, door locks and heated mirrors, cruise control, alloy wheels, and the
freedom pf Ameri~a's Best Warranty; the Hyundai Advantage:M So take the drive today. Because this is one car that hates to sit still.

r

I

~

t
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BOB DANCE
HYUNDAI LONGWOOD

BOB DANCE
HYUNDAI ORLANDO

3575 N. Highway 17-92

4110 W. Colonial Dr.

407-322-1792

407-578-5337

.

c

*See dealer for LIMITED WARRANTY details.**MSRP excludes freight, taxes, titie, license and options. Dealer P.rice inay vary. Safety belts should always be worn.
tThe Supplemental Restraint (airbag) System (SRS) is designed to work with the.3-point seatbelt system. The SRS deploys in certain front-end impact
conditions where significant injury is likely.The SRS is not a substitute for seatbelts which should be worn at all times. Children under the age of
13 should b_e restrained securely in the ~ear seat NEVER p~ace a rear-facing c~ild seat in the front seat of a vehicle ~ith a passenger-side airbag.

®HYUnDRI
DRIVING IS BELIEVING

'
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L~AD~R~HIP
-

UCF's best students join

~UI I~ (0mP0~~D

0l Tl~ l0LLeWl0(,:

· 12 Club Presidents
· 12 Greek Chapter Presidents
· 3 Members of the President's Leadership Council
· Homecoming Queen
· Greek God and Goddess
· IFC President
. · NPHC President
· · Go1den Knights Honorary Leadership
Council President

•

J"I).

Student Government Officials in Washington, D.C. with James Carville '

CALL

92~-2191 . OR

(;{f. IRVOLV.(DI .
Vl~IT OUR W.(8~1T.( AT

www.n.A.UCl..(DU
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The registratio1l 'prOceSS
* Attorney-General of Student
Government
.
.
* President of Student Governnient * Director of Student Leadership
Programs

Organization eligibility

•

. In order to be a registered student
organization, two main requirements must
be met:
1. The organiz~tion's objectives must
be "consistent with the broad organizational goals of the University" (6C7-5.0021
RA.C.) .
2. There must be at least 12 student s
in the organization that meet The Golden
Rule membership criteria.

Any errors or revisions will be reported
to the Contact Person listed on the
Registration Form. It is highly recommended that student organizations follow the
Sample Constitution closely to speed· up the
registration process.
Once the Constitution is approved and
the ~egistration Form is completed and accurate, the stuqent organization becomes registered with the University of Central Florida,
barring any discrepancies with University
"policies.
.

'Each group must begin by turning in
the completed Student Organization
Registration Form and their organizatign's
Constitution.

R~gistration

form

SPECIAL TO THE FtrrURE

The Registration Form is checked for
accuracy and student eligibility according
to the university.

• As stated in The Golden Rule:
Membership in any student organization is limited to any student who is currently paying fees and is enroIIed with the
University of Central Florida.
Organizational membership requirements
must also be satisfied. UCF faculty, staff,
alumni and Central Florida Research Park
employees may be non-voting members. In

Clubs and organizations frequently set up tables outside the Student Union.

Changes and updates
order to comply with the University's commitment to non-discrimination, no discrimination shall be made on the basis of
gender, race, color, creed, age, religion, disability, national origin, marital status, sexual orientation/preference, parental status
or veteran's status.
Any errors in the form will be reported to the contact person listed on the
form.

Constitution
The organization's Constitution is
checked for completion, using the constiµition checklist as the rubric. The
Constitution must be approved by the following people:

* Graduate Assistant of Student
Activities
* Assistant Director of Student.
Activities

The Office of Student Activities seeks to
have accurate and updated information at all
times. Ifyoqr organization ·amends the
Constitution in any way, please notify OSA
so your file is up to date. If any of your officer information needs to be changed or .
updated, please contact the office oi fill out
. the organization update form. All forms Will
be found in the appendix of the handbook.

-COURTESY OSA WEB SITE

StUdent Government funding
For office supplies and travel
I. Fill out the C & 0
(Conference and Office supply)
allocation form. This form is
found at www.sga.ucf.edu under
the ''Accounting" link or in the
SGA office in the Student Union.

2. Bring the completed form to
the next C & 0 Committee meeting

The C & 0 meeting schedule
will be posted on the SGA .do<;>r.

For general funding
I. Fill out an OAF

(Organizations, Appropriations and
Finance) allocation form This form
is found at www.sga.uc£edu under
the "Accounting" link or in the
SGA office in the Student Union.
2. Bring the completed form

Privileges of ·
recognition
Why be recognized? Recognition has its privileges.

•

•

The following are university resources available to
yo'u as a recognized student organization at the
University of Central Florida:

* The privilege to use the university's name as part
of the organization's name.
* Opportunity to apply. for student organization
funding through SGA.
'* Access to-campus for recruiting, fundraising and
publicity purposes.·
* Free organizational e-mail address and web site.
(http://reach.ucf.edu/~wdr/pegasus.html)

* Access to resources provided by university
departments and offices.
* Use of university facilities (either free or at
reduced rates) for meetings and events.
·
* Free banking at the UCF Credit Union.
* Organization mailbox in the Student Leadership
Center.
* Access to free publicity on the OSA web site.
* Opportunity to apply for cubicle space on campus.
* The privilege to grant awards and honors to
. orgap.ization members.
,
* Opportunity for joint programming with the
Campus Activities Board or with Volunteer UCR
* Opportunity to participate, as a group, in
· Homecoming.
* Access to leadership development opportunities,
likeEKCEL.
-COURTESY OSA WEB SITE

•

to the next OAF Committee meeting. The OAF meeting schedule
will be posted on the SGA door.
3. The committee will decide
whether or not to pass the allocation.

4. The allocation, if passed, is
read into the Senate minutes at the
next Senate meeting.

5. Approved funds will be
available the Monday after the
Senate meeting. You must meet
with the SGA Accountant to final- ize the transfer of funds.

6. You must spend your funds
according to Student·Government
regulations.
If you have any questions, or

money, please
contact the Pro Tempore at
sga_pro@mail.uc£edu or the
Comptroller at
sga:-comp@mail.ucf.edu

-COURTESY OSA WEB SITE

UCF Clubs & Organizations:
·,

~

.

·Listing and information
African American
Student Union

The African American Student
Union is the voice of the minority
students on the campus of UCF. We
seek to educate, enlighten, and
entertain the students at UCF. We
do so through programming
supported by the student body.
Air &Waste
Management Association

The mission of this organization is
to provide leadership and
·
professional opportunities to
students in various disciplines in
air and waste management and
promote a better understanding of
the environment and how it relates
to our society. .
Air Force ROTC

The mission of the 159ih Cadet
Wing is to provide training -to
develop_the leadership abilities of
cadets to enable them to perform

effectively 'as officers when they
enter the US Air Force.

American Choral Directors
Association

Alumni Association

-To promote choral music education
within the Music Department of
UCF, the surrounding community,
and our state.
·

The goals of the Alumni
·
Associa.tion are to increase the
involvement of alumni with the
university, and to raise funds for
university and alumni activities.
Amateur Radio Club

To provide the federally
regulated/mandated public service
of Amateur Radio to the UCF
community - which includes
disaster and emergency
rnmmunitations.
American Chemical Society

To rebuild ACS at UCF. We plan ·to
visit elementary and high schools
to do various demonstration. We
are also starting a tutoring service
for most chemistry classes. In the
future we plan to visit industries.

American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics

AIAA's goal is to broaden the
horizons of students interested in
Aerospace Engineering and aid .
their futures in Aerospace
engineering by bridging the gap
between students aad the industry.
American Marketing Association

To become UCF's leading student
organization by furthering the
personal and professionar
development of students through
leadership training, teamwork,
community service, and
commitment to excellence.
CONTINUED ON
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Black Female
Development Circle

American Society for
Microbiology-Student
Branch

To educate, enhance, and
celebrate womanhood on the
campus _and in the community.

To provide information about
molecular biology &
microbiology careers &
opportunities while meeting
fellow science students socially
& in community serv.ice
.activities.

To provide an _org-a~ized activity ·
for students that is both fun and
competitive, to promote interest
in bowling as a serious sport;
and to accumulate resources for
the formation of men and
women teams that will compete
in the Intercollegiate Bowling·
Conference.

American Society for
Quality

To strengthen students
industrial skills with an
emphasis irT the field of
quality.
American Society of
Civil Engineers

speaker~

and site visits and to
meet construction
professionals in the field
today

To give future engineers a
better understanding of th~
HVAC inqustry.
American Society of
Mechanical Engineers
(ASME)

To promote and enhance the
technical competency and
professional well -being of our
members, and through quality
programs and activities in
mechanical engineering better
enable its practitioners to
contribute to the well being
of humankind.

Army ROTC

To provide UCF Students
proper training to become 2
LT in the US Army.
Arnold Air. Society

Our main purpose is to
provide service and support to
our community, the UCF
campus, and the Air Force
ROTC corps.
· Arts Alliance ·

To promote·the visual arts at
UCF and in the community.
Asian Students Association

To spread Asian culture,
awareness, and drversity, while
reco.gnizing the
accomplishments of Asian
American students; which
concern social, academic. and
professional achievements.
Association for Ed.
Communications and
Technology (AECT)

Association for Computing
Machinery (UCF-ACM) · Concerned with professional &

career development of CS
majors and exposing them to
the computer science world
outside of curricular activities.
Also offers leadership
opportunities.

The mission of BCM is to offer
students opportunities to
explore the claims of
Christianity, to develop leaders
who will,serve the local and
university community, and to
help students become devoted
followers of Jesus Christ.

•

Business Administration
College Council

SPECIAL TO

THE FUT URE

ASCE .gives its members the
leadership skills necessary for
a successful future. It is an
organization based around
Association for Childhood
engineering competitions. In
Education, Intl.
the process of preparing for
To pre pa.re ourselves to be
these competitions, our
. professional team players and
members meet local young
promote literacy and
engineers through socials,
knowledge in educating
meetings, and award
children.
banquets.
American Society of
Heating, Refrigerating &
Air

•

Bowling Club

To provide information and
seminars on yoga, meditatien
and .Vedic culture.

To promote communication,
cooperation, and unity among
students, faculty and .
organizations with the College of
Business.

Billiards Club ~

Butokukan

Bhakti Yoga Club

Butokukan and the American
Institute of Martial Virtue is a
modern , comprehensive,
integrated program of
B~seball Club
instruction in traditional East
Biology Grad'uate
Allow UCF students to play in
Asian martial arts. We endeavor
competitive organized baseball
Student Association
to instill students with the
The University of Central Florid
league most of the year.
BGSA was established in 1997 to wisdom, compassion, and
courage to channel their efforts
Best Buddies
provide opportunities for UCF
in
productive di~~ctions.
The mission of Best Buddies is to biology students to participate _
enhance the lives of people with in extra curricular activities in
Campus Action for Animals
mental retardation by providing Biology. These activities include
To intercede directly or indirectly
opportunities for one-to-one
seminars, social events, and
_on behalf of living beings
friendships and integrated
service activities.
threate_ned by h,uman activity. To
employment.

To promote the game of pool
and increase the public image of
UCF in the community.

CONTINUED ON
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Association for Women
in Communications

The Association for Women in
Communications is a
professional organization that
. champions the advancement
of women across all
communication disciplines by
. recognizing excellence,
promoting leadership, and
positioning its members at
the forefront of the evolving
communications era. ·
Astronomy Society

The purpose of the AstronomySociety is to create, enhance,
and deliver a definite vehicle
that Will help its members
cultivate the love and respect
for the mystery of the cosmos.
Through astronomy, the
infinite journey of inquisitive
reasoning becomes the source
that gives us the purpose for
the UCF Astronomy Society.

Career Resource Center
Main Office:
Student Resource
Center 185
(407) 823-2361

.

.
I

Satellite Office
for First Year Students:
Phillips Hall 116F (407) 823-4427

FREE resources to help you
find the key to -your future!

Bachelors of Social
Work Club

To supplement a better
education by promoting
students to interact with
school and the community. To
increase community service,
and social interaction among
students.
Baha'i ·unity Club

The Baha'i Unity Club provides
To provide professional
support, growth , and
opportunities and support to ·leadership opportunities for
students engaged in the study UCF students through religious.
of technology as applied to
(study, prayer), social
the design of instruction.
(counseling, group events),
and service activities that
Associated Builders an{)
- promote Baha'i principles
Contractors (ABC)
(elimination of prejudice,
To educate people about the · promotion of world peace).
construction industry through Baptist Collegiate Ministries

Career Planning

Workshops

Career Counseling

Resume

Internship
and lob Listings
Job Fairs
and Career Expos
Mock Interviews

Assistance

On-Campus
Inteaviewing
Career Library.

crc@mail.ucf.edu
www.crc.ucf.edu
. Please visit us across the courtyard from The Marl:letplace!

•
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including career advising,
career planning, workshops,
promote the humane
. job data bank, career fairs,
treatment of animals through _on-campus interviewing, and
education. And to encourage
a resume referral program.
cooperation between all
groups interested in animal ._ Caribbean Students'
welfare.
Association
The purpose of CSA at the
Cam~us Activities Board
University of Central Florida is
(CAB
to unite people with a
To program activities for the
common interest in the
UCF community, appealing to Caribbean. Our goal is to
their varied interests and
provide an orientation for.
-tastes.
Caribbean students entering
UCF. At the same time, we
Campus (ivitan
hope to stimulate interaction
To b~ild good citizenship by
between Caribbean students
providing a volunteer
and students of other
organization of clubs
cultures.
dedicated to serving
individual and community
Catholic Campus Ministries
needs with an emphasis on
The Catholic Campus Ministry
helping people with
. is a community of Catholic
developmental disabilities.
students that meets every
Sunday evening for Mass. We
~ainpus Crusade for Christ
worship God, grow in
Our mission as Campus
community, deepen our faith
Crusade for Christ at UCF is to and minister, so that our lives
give each and every s~udent
and UCF are chan.ged in Christ.
on campus
Jesus Christ.
Chi Alpha Christian
Fellowship
Career Resource Center
Reconciling students to Christ
The Career Resource Center
- Transforming the University,
(CRC) provides a broad range the marketplace, and the
of career related services
world.
FROM PAGE B-4
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Chinese American
Students Association
To preserve and disseminate
Chinese cultu.re, to promote ,
understanding and friendship
among members, the UCF
community, and other college
communities through
intellectual, cultural, social,
and athletes.
Chinese Student and
Scholar Association
CSSA is dedicated to the goal
Df promoting social,
intellectual and· cultural
activities for Chinese students
and scholars at UCF and for
those interested members of
the UCF community. lt's_part
of the UCF multi-cultural
society.
. Christian Campus
Fellowship
We provide a haven for
Christians on campus to be
nurtured and grow in their
faith in Christ. We reach out
to others and share the love
of God with them through
our lives to provide a place of
· belonging_.

CONTINUED ON B-6

(Pind your
rhythm.)

www.statravel.com
. onune

»

on THE PHone

»

lir;1TRAVEL 1
on CAffiPU/

»

on THE /TREET

Want to 9'et
involved?
4EVER KNIGHTS is a great way to get involved, meet
other spirited UCF students and start networking with UCF
alumni. As a student member of the UCF Alumni
Association you ~an begin making those lifelong co~nections today.

.

Be part of one of UC F's largest organizations on campus .
Students today-Alumni Forever!

•

Start the new semester out right, get involved today!

W ALUNI AHOCIAll8M

For more
information visit
www.ucfalumni.com
or call
(407) UCF-ALUM

"7ucF

COMPUTER TRAINING NEAR YOU
The University of Central Florida, Division of Continuing
Education, is proud to announce the addition of
computer courses and certifications to our already
·existing programs. Classes are offered at our Research
Pavilion Building, located half a mile from UCF's main
campus . ..

•
•

_./ Word Basic and Advanced
./ Excel Basic and Advanced
./ Power Point ./ Internet & Technical Office
Procedures
./ Microsoft Certified System
Engineer (MCSE)
./ . Certified Internet Webmasster
./ Marketing Internet & Web
Design

.;;,

· o

./ C Programming
./ C++ Programming
./ Introduction to HTML
./ Advanced HTML
./ GroupWise
./ A+ Certification
./ Certified Network
Engineer (CNE)
./ Certified.Network
Administrator (CNA)

Discounts available for UCF students/faculty/staff_

()

SPECIAL TO THE

FUTUR.I!

·For dates, prices and locations:·
please call (407) 882-0260
or visit our website at: www.dce.ucf.edu
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The bowling club is one of over 240 clubs and organizations that students can join at UCF.
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Circle KClub
Circle Kis a service
organization whose sole
purpose is to .Provide
students with the
opportunity to do community
service along with fellowship
and leadership.

Collegiate Music Educators
National Conference
To increase knowledge,
interest, and productivity in
all areas of music education
through chapter programs
and community outreach
programs.

Colletate Percussive
Arts ociety
We shall strive to provide the
Club Kreyol
To assist all students of Creole highest quality of percussion
speaking countries and others students through clinics,
improved rehearsal facilities,
of African Diaspora in their
transition into the university and technological
system. To promote diversity · advantages.
on a new level at UCF, and to
Computer Combat
encourage awareness in the
individual uniqueness of each Simulation Club
To introduce individuals to
of the world's African ·
Local Area Networks and
descended nations.
Simulation Software.College Democrats
Consultants for
To promote the ideals and
Effective Leadership
principles of the Democratic
The
CEL program provides
Party and promote _the
interactive
training through
education of the citizenry in
educational,
professional, and
matters of public policy.
leadership consultations. CEL
assists student clubs -and
Colle~e of Business Admin.
organizations achieve their
PhD tudent Association
Promote the common interest most effective level of
leadership.
of the College of Business'
Business Administration PhD
Cooperative Educatjon
students.
Cooperative Education (Co-op)
is an academic program in
College of Education
which students work in their
Student Council major fields of study for
We_the students of the
competitive
salaries. Co-op
College of Education at the
offers
a
blend
of theory and
University of Central Florida,
practice.
combining
formal
strive to develop and
university
preparation
with
promote increasing unity
practical
work
experience.
within the college by
bringing ·together student
Counseling and
educators for the
·Testing Center
achievement of common
The Counseling and Testing _
goals 'through democratic
Center provides a professional
action. In this spirit, we
staff of psychologists and
hereby adopt this
Constitution of the University mental health counselors. The
Center offers psychological
of Central Florida Education
and
career counseling for UCF
Student Cvllege Council.
students. The Testing Center
administers many state and
College Republicans
national tests
College Republicans is a
student political organization
CREOL Association of Optics
dedicated to supporting the
Students (CAOS) .
.
Republican Party. Our
To
promote
the
discipline
of
purpose is to organize,
Optics through an organized
educate, and mobilize
effort in study, research, and
Republicans at UCF.
discussion. To further the ,

professional development of
students as well as to initiate
social ·and cultural activities
to the benefit of all the
members.

Crew Club
fo represent UCF in the
rowing community. To teach
·student athletes how to row
a~d most importantly how to
win.
Cypress Christian Life
Cypress Christian Life is
dedicated to serving the UCF
students with their spiritual.
emotional. and physical
needs. We desire to see
students become leaders, live
a fulfilled meaningful life,
glorify God and live in
eternity with Him.

September 10, 2002
1lamto 3pm
School of OpticsfCREOl
optics presentations! optics toys and food!

Cypress Dome Society
Is dedicated to fostering the
literary arts at UCF and
promoting a sense of
community among writers
and artists.
Department of Theater
Seeking to develop theatre
artists of the highest quality,
the Department of Theatre,
through its BA and BFA
degree programs, will provide
selected students with the
training, education, and
experiences necessary for the
successful pursuit of
professional theatre careers in
performance, theatre
desig_h/technology; stage
management, and theatre ·
administration.
Dispute Resolution Services
Their mission is to serve the
University community by
offering training and services
directed at ·resolving
interpersonal disputes.
Facilitation of communication
between parties promotes
understanding, settlement,
and reconciliation.
Disciples On Campus (DOC)
To provide an atmosphere for
Christians to be unified on
the campus of the University
CONTINUED ON

B-8

Do You Need Help Making The Grade? .
The Student Academic Resource Center (SARC) is the
place for you. SARC can provide students with: . ,
• Supplemental Instruction
• Free Peer Tutoring _
o · Group
o Individual
• Leaming Skills Assistance
o Advising
o Handouts
• Academic WorkShops
,
o Test Taking
o Memory
o Time Management
• Computer Lab
o Check e-mail
o Internet Access
• Open 24-hours During Finals
_• Quiet Place·To Study
SARC: Your Academic Center for Excellence
Phillips Hall, 113
(407) 823-5130
sarc@mail.ucf.edu
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-sarc

I,

- '·

HOW
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.
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Decal spies offices located
· at the South and West
-. parking garages.
• Day permit sales office located
in visitor's Kiosk acro5s from
Millican Hall.

(_3. OPTIONS)
• AVOID THE LINES:
PAY ONLINE WITH
CRED1r CARD AND
HAVE PERMIT MAILED
TO YOU.

.

• PAY ONLINE AND OPT
TO PICK UP YOUR .

SnmT Emil
FA1• SIR

PERMIT. ·

IS.E.P.S.l

• PAY WITH CASH,
CHECK, OR CREDIT
CARD AT ONE OF

Provided by UCF Police ~epartment
. Escorts for s.tude'11S to and from car or dorm at ni.ght• .

401.823.2424 .
('j
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THE PARKING
SERVICES OFFICES

* COMPLETE
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of Central Florida. To bring the
knowledge of God and His
Word to the campus and
community.

Division of
Continuing Education
Division of Continuing
Education at UCF provides noncredit courses and programs to
make accessible the University's
resources for the re-education,
training, professional
advancement. and personal
growth of the professionals
and private citizens in its
service area as wel I as the
state. region, and nation.
OT Group (Direct
Trading Group)
Provide and share the
information of resou_rce of
educational material and ·
instruments for its members
and help students get the
reasonable price for their
study material and
instruments such as books,
desktops, laptops, and
stationery. It also helps
students to exchange books
and other study instruments.

SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

Some organizations like the Golden Key National Honors Society have over 800 members.

communities by creating and
maintaining a network of
information and resources to
understand Filipino heritage
and to encourage a positive
understanding of Filipino
culture.

Film This! UCF Independent
Film Production Group
We are a team of students
dedicated to the cut of motion
pictures. Together, we utilize
our resources to faci Iitate the
Every Knight Can Excel
production of films from every
in Leadership
genre imaginable. Not directly
EKCEL is a comprehensive
affiliated with the UCF Film
leadership development
Department. Film This! looks
program that offers all UCF
to build and expand its scope,
students opportunity to
acting less as an
explore the aspects of
extracurricular activity and
leadership. Individuals and
more as a source of production
groups have access to the skills and entertainment for the
and support needed to
entire university.
succeed. ·
Financial Manage~ent
Elements (The)
Association
To promote the positive
To assist its members
aspects of Hip Hop Culture to
preparing for possible future
the UCF student body.
employment opportunities,
providing guidance for
Environmental Society
students in course selection,
To foster environmental
broadening students'
awareness on the UCF campus
knowledge of careers available
and the Central Florida area.
in the finance field, and
To educate students on the
encouraging interaction
living world around them. To
between UCF students and
provide outdoor experiences
business leaders.
and community service
activities.
First Year Student
Advisory Council
Episcopal & Lutheran
The First Year Student AdvisoryCampus Ministry
Council has been established
Our mission is to. bring
to allow interested students an
students closer to Christ while opportunity to assist in
improving our own relations
improving &implementing
with him and one another.
advising related programs for
first year students. This will be
Fellowship of
done through the coordination
Christian Athletes
of various groups with the
To present athletes and
primary focus on orientation.
coaches and all whom they
influence the challenge and
Florida Engineering Society
adventure of receiving Jesus
To install and maintain a
Christ as Savior and Lord,
professional environment in
serving Him in their
the engineering workforce.
relationships and in the
fellowship of the church.
Flute Club at the University
of Central Florida
Feminist Majority
Our mission is to provide a
Leadership Alliance
strong musical foundation to
To advocate the policy,
build well-rounded flute
practice, or advocacy of
performers and educators. We
political,·economic, and sociaJ will sponsor musical
equality for women; to
productions featuring
facilitate egalitarian relations · renowned flute artists and
between al I people. ·
actively participate in flute
conventions on regional.
Filipino Student Association national, and international
To unify the Filipino student
levels.

Forensic Science Association
The purpose of the Forensic
Science Association is to provide
exposure to the field for those
interested in pursuing a career in
Forensic Science and to provide
assistance to students in the
Forensic Science Program.
Free the Planet
To impact critical environmental
issues, network student
environmental activists, and train
the next generation of
environmental leaders.
Future Technical
Communicators
Futur~ technical communicators is an organization focusing on

providing its members with real
world soft wars experience and
developing and presenting
workshops to the Central Florida
community.

Game Developers Club
Expand the professional
Development of computer game
developers with interdisciplinary
research and creative projects for
fun.
Gaming Club
To provide a place for UCF
students to gather and engage
in the purstJit of our common
hobby. And to promote world
peace.

Gay, Lesbian, and
Bisexual Student Union
To eliminate homophobia; to
achieve equality and fair
treatment of all people regardless
of sexual orientation or gender
identity; and to overcome the
devastating effects of
discrimination on gay, lesbian.
bisexual, and transgender
persons.
Gold Team
The objective of the Gold Team
shall be to represent the Football
Department in a respectable and
appropriate manner. The
organization shall work in
conjunction with the athletic
CONTINUED ON B-9

used?
students who

ervices.
Its purpose is to represent the
students' needs, interests, and
. opinions·regarding·the healtn
If you would like to be
p~rt. of this organization,
please contact:
Holly Macleod
407-823-2643
hmacleod@trlail.ucf.edu
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Graduate .Nursing Association
- Our mission is to provide a
department to recruit prospective forum for graduate nursing
football athletes to attend the
students to expand our
University of Central Florida.
knowledge through coll.aboration
with others and to be a voice for.
Golden ·Key International
the graduate nurses at the
Honor Society
Universi~y of Central Florida.
To recognize and encourage
scholastic achievement and
Graduate Student Association
excellence in all und_ergraduate
To provide a support network for
fields, to unite with faculty and
graduate ·and doctoral students ·
administrators in developing and · at UU through workshops,
maintaining high standards of
socials, and other events
education, to provide economic
assistance to outstanding
Hispanic American
members by means of
Student Association
scholarships, aQd to promote
HASA is a non-profit, student-run
altruistic conduct through
organization that strives to
voluntary service.
promote Hispanic culture on
campus and provide cultural,
Golden Knights Honorary
artistic, and educational support
Leadership Council
to students, as well as develop
It is the principle objective of
and coordinate the UCF Hi-spanic
this organization to organize
Awareness Month.
student leaders to work together
to enhance awareness of the
Honors Congre~s
University of Central Florida
The purpose of the Honors
through media, promotions,
Congress is to support the
community service. University
academic needs of the Burnett
alumni, etc.
Honors College. student body, to
foster a spirit of unity through
Gospel and Cultural Choir
the facilitation of social and
To obtain-and enhance cultural
volunteer activities and cultivate
heritage for students, to serve as a sense of community within the
an effective liaison between the
Honors College.
community and the university, to
serve as a recruiting ageAt for
Hospitality Association
minority students at local high
To facilitate networking amongst
schools. It allows students to
hospitality association students,
congregate for social, religious,
hospitality management
educational, and recreational
professors, and hospitality
outlets.
industry contacts.

H·uman Factors & Ergonomic
Society -Student Chapter

The mission of the student ·
chapter of HFES is to provide
members with the_opportunity to
further their professional goals by
e_ncouraging r:nembers to atte~d
conferences and sponsorin_g
colloquia where members have
the opportunity to meet the .
foremost researchers in the field.
Ice Hockey

.Our purpose is to provide an
organized ice hockey club to UCF
students. Our team provides an
entertaining atmosphere to enjoy
competitive and _challenging ice
hockey.
IEEE

IEEE helps advance glo.bal
prosperity by promoting the
engineering process of creating,
developing, integrating, sharing,
and applying knowledge for the
benefit of humanity and the
profession.
INROADS Professional Student
Association
To increase the realm of

opportunities for minorities in
pursuin~ their goals of success in
the pro essional society through
the development of networking,
utilization of organizer and
coordinator resources, and further
involvement of the community.

CONTINUED ON B-10

Expecting to work in your major field when you graduate?

.start Now with Co-op ...
the Ultimate Internship
• Earn ·a ·competitive salary
• Gain ma]or~related work experience
• Apply classroom theory at business
a~d industry work sites
· • Increase .Prospect? for higher
salarie~ and ,employment upon
graduatl~n
.

"

~

University of

central
Florida .·
For More Information Contact:

Center for Cooperative Education & Applied Learning
Howard Phillips Hall, Suite 208
Orlando, FL 32816-1700
407.823.2667 (V) 407.823.1001 (F)
· www.coop.u~f.edu . coop@mail.ucf.edu
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Knightcast.org

Institute of
Industrial Engineers

To promote and encourage an
. understanding and application
of engin'eering, ethics and
principles.
lnterFraternity Council (IF()

The members of IFC shall:
Educate chapters and members
so that they may fulfill their
utmost potential; support and
promote Greek life through
positive programming for
Greeks and non-Greeks alike;
maintain and improve our
relations with the university to
strengthen the Greek
community. ~
International Student
· Association

. The original objectives of ISA
were to provide support for
those students who were far
from home. Today the
necessity to educate one
another about variations and
similarities among our cultures
has increased. The ISA provides
a link between students in
order to learn and embrace.
the differences and likeness in
one another.
lnterVarsity Christian
Fellowship

In .response to God's love,
grace and truth: The purpose
of IVCF is to establish and
advance at colleges and
universities witnessing
communities of studeots and
faculty who follow Jesus as
Savior-and Lord: growing in
Love for God, God's word, God's
people of every ethnicity and
culture and God's purposes in
the world.
Italian Club-

.

The purpose of this
organization is to generate
and encourage interest in the.
Italian language, culture, and
civilization by means of active
participation in diverse
activities related to the latter.

To provide UCF students with a
media forum that is
representative of .al I the
diverse cultures found at UCF.
KnightMoves Basketball
Dance Team .

Perform at all UCF basketball
games and encourage school
spirit.
La Societe d'
Honneur/Pi Delta Phi
To recognize outstanding

scholarship in the French
language and its literature, to
increase the knowledge and
appreciation of Americans for
the cultural contributions of
the Fre~ch-speaking world.

I

Management lnformati.on
System Association

•

The purpose of MISA is to foster
among students a better _
understanding of the vital
business role of information
'systems, the proper relationship
of information system to
management, necessity for a professional attitude among
members and to supply members
with current and relevant
information in the fiel.d of MIS.

•

•

Marksmanship Club

The purpose of the
Marksmanship Club is to
promote marksmanship skills
Lacrosse Club (Women's)
and safety, as well as to build
To represent and spread
National Society of
Muslim Students Association
knowledge of women's sports
relationships between military
Black Engineers
·
To serve as a platform for all
veterans, local,-and federal law
at UCF through competition
Muslim students, faculty, and
To increase the number of
enforcement, ROTC students, and · staff oo campus and to spread
against other schools by
culturally responsi~e black
· all other UCF students/faculty . awareness of Islam, aimed
·playing women's lacrosse.
engineers who excel academically,
interested in shooting spo'rts and . towards diversity on campus.
succeed professionally, and
La-crosse Club at UCF (Men's) competitions.
positively impact the community.
To further the interest,
National Arts Educators
participation, recru.itment, and Masters in Social Work
National Society of Association (NAEA)
advancement in the sport of
Student Association
To assist present and future art
Collegiate Scholars
Men's Lacrosse at UCF and in
To encourage a positive
The National Society of Collegiate
educators with current and
relationship between the
the community by providing
relevant practices within the
Scholars was established on the
· the leadership and guidance of graduate & social work students, field.
principle that ~hich scholarship
club members at the University professors and the community.
comes a responsibility to obtain
of Central Florida.
National Pan-Hellenic Council leadership and a duty to perform
Mathematics Club
To serve as the governing body
service.
Lambda Alpha Epsilon
To promote Mathematics and the over the nine organizations of
Lambda Alpha Epsilon is a
study of mathematics and
NPHC and develop unity along
criminal justice fraternity open related sciences.
with Brotherhood I Sisterhood.
CONTINUED ON B-11 '
to all students with an interest
in the criminal justice field.
The fundamental objective is _
to promote greater
understanding between UCF
students and professional
criminal justice agencies. ·
Students in the organization
_ participate in numerous
campus activities and criminal
justice events such as crime
70%
'MtS
scene competitions, national
conferences, SWAT Round -Up,
~i5e.Me.
and the criminal justice career
fair.
stit~ents Mt
Lead Scholars Association

The purpose of LSA shall be to
foster a _spirit of cooperation
Japanese Animation
among the scholars resulting
Club of Orlando
in the full participation of all
To ed.ucate students about
members in this program and
different animations from
also within organizations
Japanese studios.
throughout the University ·
community. The benefit of !bis
Jewish Student Union/Hillel program to the students is the
JSU connects students with
opportunity to interact with
opportunities to learn about
other students having diverse
Judaism through social,
. and different backgrounds in
educational, professional,
leadership roles.
spiritual, leadership, Israeli &
community service
Legal Studies Club/Daytona
progtamming.
The purpose of the "Daytona
Legal Studies Club" is to
John T. Washington
provide a social organization
Honor Society
that aids members in
.
Established in 1996, the John
professional and academic
T. Washington Honor Society, a advancement in all fields of
dynamic group of minority
the legal system.
student leaders was founded
on the basis principles of
Liberal Knights .
leadership, scholarship, and
Our purpose as the Liberal
service. Upholding the legacy .Knights Society is to provide .
of the late Dr. John T.
dialectic between the M.A.L.S.,
Washington, we seek to
other UCF organizations and
question, evaluate, an~ raise
our community. By enhancing
tne standard of education for
and promoting our own the African-American student.
special activities, we will
promote interdisciplinary and
cooperative learning, sh al I

/

advance interdisciplinary and
cooperative learning, fellowship,
good _school and community
relations.
·

SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

<'>Ver
"f Pvtt
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Vudne-p re.VentA-Pte ..

Student Health
Services will be
holding an open house for you to
receiv.e your meningitis vaccin_e • .

•
•

.
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Orientation Team
The Orientation Team are
students selected. from a
gro~p of applicants based on
their academics, leadership
skills and.campus activities.
They go through months of
training before orienting your
student for a successful
experience at UCF.

National Student Speech
Language Hearing Assoc.
The purpose of the National
Student Speech, Language,
and Hearing Association, is to
encourage professional
interest among university
students in the study of
human communicative
disorders. To provide resources
regarding professional info
and vehicle for student
representation in matters of
professional concern.

Outlanders
PLirsue outdoor recreation
and adventure in a fun
environment.
Paintball A ociation
To present UCF at
tournaments and give every
student a chance to tr( the
sport and be a part o a
team.

Objectivism Club at UCF
Fans and advocates of Ayn
Rand's ideas can enjoy the
company of like-minded
individuals in this club.

.

"

;•

"'

•

Omicron Delta Kappa
The purpose of Omicron Delta
Kappa is to recognize
students who have attained a
high standard of efficiency in
scholarship; athletics; campus
or ·community service; ?Ocial
and religious activities; ·
campus government;
journalism; speech and .mass
media; creative and
performing arts.

.&

•

f

Panhellenic Association
(Council)
The UCF Panhellenic Council
serves as the governing bo~
over the 9 NPC Chapters an
acts in accordance with the
NPC UNANIMOUS AGREEMENTS
and policies.

Office of International
Studies
The mission of the Office of
International Studies (OIS) is
to facilitate the identifaation,
development, promotion,
coordination, execution, and
support of quality
.international activities related
to the mission of the
University of Central Florida
(UCF).

OrLanization for Future
Pu lie Administrators
It is the mission of the
Organization for Future Public
Administrators to provide
developmental and
educational opportunities for
its members and to promote
student interest and
involvement in Public
Administration.

Parking Services
The Parkin{; Services Division
is a multi- aceted, auxiliary
service organization that is
committed to providing
exceptional customer service
characterized by
professionalism, teamwork
and accountabili~. The
Parking Services ivision
provides assistance to the
University Community
through the Motorist
Assistance Program.
.

~

-

-- . -

Phi Alpha Delta Law
Fraternity
Service to the student, the
school, the profession, and
the community.

Clubs & Organizations·• B-11

Physical Education
Majors Club Our goal is to provide an
opportunity for physical
education majors to be ·
funded, supported, and
advi.sed in their mission to
being the best ·'Physical
educator's they can beco~e.

CAT-HOLIC
-C AMPUS
Ml N l'STRY

Potter's Guild
The promotion of ceramics in
addition to providing ceraf!Jic
raw materials to students
currently enrolled in ceramic .
courses.
Pre-Dental America·n
Student Dental Association
The goal of the Pre-Dental
ASDA is to help students at
UCF .learn about the field of
dentistry.. Helping students to
get where they want to be is
the mindset of UCF's ASDA.
Pre-Med American Medical
Student Association
To prepare pre-medical
students for medical school
through involvement,
inforf!Jation, exposure, and
experience.
Pre-Physical Therapy
To provide students with peer
support while giving them
the opportunity to participate
in team building. It is also
.the mission of the pre-PT club
to expose the pre-professional
students of UCF to the various
areas in Physical Therapy.
Pre~Profes-sional

American
Latino Medical Association
To ensure that UCF -pre- professional student info and
resources needed to qualify
for admissions of professional
schools .

Photographic Association
To facilitate the education and Pre-Professional
Medical Society
appreciation of the
The Pre-Professional ·Medical
photographic arts for
students at the University of Society serve-s to foster the
growth of pre-professional
Central Florida.
students at UCF through
• CONTINUED ON

B-12 .

#.~

-

Mass Sundays,
8:30 p.m.
Student Union 316CD
Fr. David Scotchie
. -

.

(407) 657-6114 x226

hftp:l I pegasus.cc.ucf.eduI ...:ctin'
Get FREE Legal Services

........
11111

STUDENT
·L EGAL
SERVICES

Problems with?
•
•
•
•

Landlords
Name change
Divo;ce
Police

Need help with?
•A will
• Insurance
• Contracts
• Notary

Student Legal Services provides students with assistance
in selected areas of law such as landlord/ten:ant,
consumer, chapter 7 bankruptcy, criminal,-traffic, & .
uncontested dissolutions. Quali.fi.ed students can receive
consultation and representation free of charge.

http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/ ~stulegal
c

For infonnation or an appointment
call 823-2538 or visit Student Resource Cente1· Room 155
~lornlay - Friday 8am-5pm

Furnled

l1y Activit~, f! Sl'n·icL' FL'L' Llm1u~l1 Ll1L' SLudl'nl Govl Association

EVENING &WHllND
•

sruoensm

Slrvicesinl*lll8118V811Jpq,i-.
and Provili• suPPOn infonnalion; Sbldenl
· ll'Oblem soMnu. infonnalion conceminu
Sbldenl success, and much more.
locations:

MH 21onn1on111li0n a.di
Mon -Thur: 8:00 am to 7:00 pm
Fri: 8:00 am to 5:00 pm

SUlenl Resource Genier
Also campus Lost & Found Ph: 823-4060 Coming SOON: lost & Found web Sile
Mon~ Thur: ·10 am to 4:00 pm
Fri: 10:00 am -4:00 pm
Sat.: Sun: 10:00 am -5:00 pm
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Rugby is one
of many
sports
s.tudents can
play in the
Intramural
Sports
organization.

Reach Peer Education

Your campus resource for
community service
college health issues including:
opportunities, academic
safer sex, drugs,
resources, and interaction with alcohol. sexually transmitted
other pre-professional students diseases, and body image.
and professional? in the
·
community.
- READS at UCF
R.E.A.D.S. stands for Reaching
Printing Services
for Equality, Awareness, and
Need something printed right Diversity through books.
away? Do you have a deadline
to meet? One of our services
Registrar's Office ·
can assist you in all of your
Provides enrollment,
document needs. The key to
graduation and information
our success is customer
services to students, alumni
satisfaction.
and the university
community. .
Psi Docs-Doct. Org. of
Clinical Students in Psych.

To promote the· professional
development of doctoral level
graduate students in clinical
psychology; provide a liaison
between the students, faculty,
and administration; to
encourage the general spirit of
cohesion between the
university and community.
Psi·{hi National Honor
Society' in Psych. -Daytona

The purpose of Psi Chi is to
encourage, stimulate, and
maintain excellence in
scholarship of the individual
members in all fields,
particularly in Psychology and
to advance the science of
Psychology.
Psychological Society

" Radiologic Sciences
Student Organization

To provide members the
opportunity to attend
p~ofessional conferences and
meetings while providing
service to our community.

•

•

Roller Hockey Club

To compete at the collegiate
level of hockey in the state of
Florida while teaching and
creating awareness of roller
hockey to the UCF community.
Rowdy Knights

To g.ive students an
opportunity to show their
5chool spirit in a group
setting.
Rugby Club (Men's)

club at UCF ·

To promote professional
development and networks in
the field of .communication.

•

Robotics Combat Club

I

Radio & TV News
Director Association

•

The Robotic Combat Club is
formed to provide an
organization for individuals
who have a common interest
in robotic design and
competition.

Our goal is to promote the
Providing insightful
sport of rugby at the
information about the
collegiate level and to
intriguing field of Psychology. · represent UCF as athletes,
gentlemen, and scholars while
Psychology Club (Brevard)
making lasting friendships.
Expand knowledge of
psychology.
Rugby Club (Women's)
To participate and promote the
Quotes: the AD/PR
sport of rugby.

Quotes is a professional club
open to any UCF student.
When students join Quotes
they also become student
members of the Florida Public
Relations Association. We
welcome all majors interested
in the advertising and PR
field. It's not what you know,
it's who you know.
Our club helps you get real
world experience: real fast.

•

Safe Zone Project (The)

The purpose of the Safe Zone
Project is to increase the
awareness of diversity on
campus, promote a more
inclusive academic community,
and provide a "safe zone" for
gay, lesbian, bisexual and
trqnsgendered students.
Sangam-The Indian
Student Association

To cultivate social well-being
of Indian American .&·
International Students
Communities. Maintain the
rich traditional & cultural
heritage of India. Arrange
cultural get-togethers and
. help international students.
.Shotokan Club

To introduce and perpetuate
the arr of Shotokan Karate in
and among the UCF
community. .

SPECIAL TO

THE FITTURE

Society of Automotive
Engineers

It shall be our endeavor to
accomplish our mission by
representing UCF through
positive participation in'
collegiate design competitions,
supporting the community,
and achieving more
international recognition . .
Society of Hispanic
Professional Engineers (SHPE)

SHPE promotes the
development of Hispanics in
engineering, science, and other.
technical professions to
achieve educational excellence,
economic opportunity & social
equity.
Society of
Manufacturing Engineers

To strengthen student
industrial engineering s·kills
with an emphasis on
manufacturing.
Society of Women Engineers

To strengthen our membership
and to promote
professionalism and service in
· the community.
SPIE Student
Chapter at CREOL

SPI E-Student Chapter at
CREOL/School of Optics/UCF is
part of the CRE.OL 'CAOS"
along with similar chapters of
OSA and IEEE/LEOS in an effort
to combine the activities·
related to optics and lasers at

UNIVERSITY WRITING CENTER
"Because Writers Need Readers"

r

*Undergraduates * Graduates* Honors in the Major* Student Athletes*
* Pegasus Program * Business Writers * Creative Writers·* Education *

Got Writing?
•:• Class Assignments or Group rrojects
•!• Resumes and Portfolios
.
•!• Scholarship/ Grad Schooi Applications
•!• Personal 'X'riting

•

Visit our we~sit~ to make an appointment,
view a map of our location, or
find our hours of operation.
(407) 823-2197

.,.,,

http:/ /www.uwc.·ucf.edu

CENTRAL
FLORIDA HILLEL

CREATING

UCF.

"

. JEWISH LIFE
I

'

CONTINUED ON·B-13

AT

UCF

Live College Talk!

Music You ·Wantl
Every UCF Sportl

CAMPUS RADIO · Ca~pus Ev~nts . Infol
·TV Channel 21 & ·Online,@ WNSC.UCF.ED~

FOR MORE
INFORMATION

407·823·5335 .
WWW.FLAHILLEL.ORG

.

.,
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Student Academic
Resource (enter
S.A.R.Cprovides high-quality
academic support programs,
includi"ng Supplemental
Instruction (SI), tutoring,
academic advising for Pegasus
Success Program and College
Achievement Program students,
and various other programs and
services to UCF students to
support the goal of providing a
quality education at the
University of Central Florida.
- Student Accounting Society
To expose accounting and other ·
pre-professional business
students to careers in
accounting .
Student Athletic
Trainers Organization
To enhance the knowledge of
UCF students whose goal is to
become a certified Athletic
Trainer in such areas as
continuing education,
profe-ssional involvement
outside classroom, and
interaction with other allied
health professionals.
Student Council for
Exceptional Children Ch. 1050
To improve educational
outcomes for individuals with
exceptionalities.
Student 6Qvernment
The UCF Student Government

•

Clubs & Organizations• B-13

represents student views on
issues affecting UCF, and it
promotes progressive changes _
to create improvements in
campus 'life. Student
Government provides a variety
of free services to students and

allocates funding from the
Activity and Service Fee (a
student fee) to agencie~, clubs,
and organizations on campus.

Student ·Health Information
Management Association

To promote careers in Health

Information Management. We
will work with faculty,
administration. and
professionals in the field to
encourage a continuing quality
HIM program.

Student Health Services
The Health Center provides basic
outpatient medical care for
acute and non-acute illnesses
and injuries. It also provides
CONTINUED ON B-14
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student affairs at a college or
university.
·

physica} ex.af!ls; ~en'? a.nd . - ·
womens clinics; 1mmunizat1ons; Student Physical
corpplete_x-ray, laboratory, and. Therapy Association
pharmacy services; and
. Promoting the profession of .
telephone medical advir:e
physical therapy. Creating
(Consult-A-Nurse).
awareness about physical
· therapy through sponsored
Student Legal Services
events &.attending national
Student Legal Services seeks to conferences.
provide students with advice
and consultation including
Student Respiratory
court representation in selected Therapy Society
·
areas of law such as consumer,
To prom·ote the field of
landlord/tenant, simple wills
respiratory care and . . ·
and non-criminal traffic.
cardiopulmonary med1c1Qe and
to foster a learning
Student National Educators
environment for stu"dents
Association (SN EA)
interested in the professional
SNEA's goal i-s to help field o.f medicine. ,
developing teachers be
prepared for dealing with
Student Society·for
today's diverse stude~t
lndustrial/Org. Psych.
population and to prepare
To foster the understanding of
future teachers to be informed · Industrial and Organizational
leaders who can move
principles in the graduate as
.themselves, the profession and well as undergraduate student
NEA forward.
body. To promote the use of
·psychological principles in the
Student Nurses' Association
workplace for the purposes of
To aid in the development of a fair employee treatment, l~g_al
professional nurse, provide
compliance, worth product1v1ty,
programs -r.epresentative of
job satisfaction, and related,
funda·mental and current
areas.
professional interest ·and .
concern.
Student Wellness
Advocate Team
Student Personnel Association Our mission is to provide
To provide undergraduate and
effective wellness experiences.
graduate students with-the
for every student at UCF, which
opportunity to collabor_ate. with
others who are interested 1n
CONTINUED ON B-15
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Water Environment Association

The mission of this organization
is to provide leadership and
professional opportunities to
students in various disciplines in
water treatment.
Water Polo· Club
To get UCF's name out among
renowned universities in this
evolving sport.

will enhance the quality of
_their education and prepare.
them for a future of positive
personal choices.
•

Students for the
Exploration &Dev. of Space

Expand and diversify Florida's
Space Industry through the
design and development of
space payload and satellites.

Water Ski Team

To represent UCF in collegiate .ski
tournaments. ·

• · Surf Club/Team
To provide a social venue
where people with the same
interest can hang out and
raise money for the National
Championships in the spring.

Women's Prayer Band

The mission of the Women's
Prayer Band is to continuously
intercede for our schools,
families, and our nation. Praying
always without ceasing for with
little prayer little power ·and
with much prayer much power

Sushi Club

•
•

The purpose of the Sushi Club
is to organize people in active
participation in enjoying sushi
and to increase public
awareness about sushi in
general.

Wrestling Club
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

Over 30 tfaternities and sororities comprise over 3,500 members.

Swim and Dive Team

To promote the sports of
swimming and diving as fun,
· healthy and rewarding ·
"' competitive activities.
Swing Knights

To promote and educate
students on swing dance
history and culture.
Tae Kwon Do Club at UCF

_,,

'

This club shall attempt to give
its participants self-confidence
through mastery of traditional
technique, develop self-control
in all areas· of life, and
cultivate a black belt attitude
among the-members.

• ·Team UCF Cycling

TQ represent UCF in an
intercollegiate competition.
Tennis Club

To enjoy and gain an
understanding for the game of
tennis. We participate in .
tennis events in the
.. community and against other
schools. All levels of players
are involved and welcomed.
1

• The Karate Club

· The Karate Ciub at the
University of Central Florida
• teaches Shito-Ryu Karate with
a primary focus on katas
(forms), self-Mfense, one-step
• fighting techniques and strong . .
kicking. The class is open for
anyone willing to learn our
tt
style of Karate.
·
·
Trial Team

\;

Provide insight into the
litigation process for all
members; "Bridge the Gap"
between theoretical courses
• and the actual practi~e of law;
strengthen its members' oral
and written communication
• skills as they rel9te to the·
litigation process; expose
students to the trial process to
better prepare them for law
school and a possible career in
litigation.

•
te

.UCF Marketing

Univer_sity Marketing is a
client-based, service unit of
the University of Central
Florida that provides

professional strateg.ic
marketing consultation and
communication services to its
colleges and administrative
units in order to achieve
·university goals.
United Nations
Association (UNA-UCF)

Volunteer UCF

Vietnamese Amerkan
Student Association

VASA focuses on giving
Vietnamese and non-Vietnamese
the chance to experience the
pleasures and beauty of the
Vietnamese culture.
Volleyball Club

The purpose of UNA-UCF is to
To promote the sport of
provide a forum of study and volleyball through recreational
play and intercollegiate
promote the basis of peace
with justice, to encourage
competition.
participation in the UN, and to
promote the ideals of
international cooperation.
United Resident
Student Association

The mission of URSA i.s to
promote unity of residents
under the guidance of Area
Governments through
educational and social
· programs.

Volunteer UCF is an information
and referral source dedicated to
community service. Volunteer
UCF links interested students and
stuqent organizations with more
than 200 community service
agencies and projects that best
fit their interest, talents, and
majors. Throughout the year,
VUCF sponsors several events·.

To pr1wide an opportunity for
UCF students to continue their
wrestling career in a state that
does not offer this opportunity
in the state college.
-Provided by osa.ucf.edu & ucf.edu

( The Counseling GID Testing CentetJ
"let's Talk Hbout It"
-Services Provided are:

University Library ·

The University of Central
Florida Library provides .
information resources and
services to the University
community in a manner that
supports and enriches the
institution's education,
research and service missions.
.
Un~ver~ity ~ife .

-Un1vers1tx Life ex1s~s to enfold
students into ~he life of the
church, to equip them to be
agents of chang.e for God's
Kingdom and to launch a
movement of the gospel that
changes the University of
Cermal Florida sp.iritually,
socially and culturally for the
glory of God.

Individual Counseling
Group Counseling

Consulta-tion

Outreach Programming
Crisis ·
Intervention

Career
Counseling

Testing Services.
Graduate
Training_

University Writing Center

Provides free writing support
to all ·undergraduates and
graduates at the University of
Central Florida. We routinely
work with a variety of
students, including_freshmen
writing research papers,
international students writing
lab reports, and honors
students writing theses .

.Counseling seruices are free for all UCf enrolled students.
for more information, contact the UCf Counseling and Test~ng Center
(Student Resource Center, Room 203) at 407.~823-2811. Check out our
. web site at http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-counstst/
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